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The temporal approach to the study of rhythm and verse structure
is used her® to compare and analyse two poems by e. e. oummings,
"anyone lived in a pretty hew town" and "my father moved through
dooms of love".
An initial claim is made that the intricate rhythmic structure
in "anyone" has not received sufficient consideration as a result
of being overshadowed by the immediate impact of the grammatical
innovations in the poem. A comparison with the other poem in
which grammatical innovations were also employed, but with a less
varied rhythmic structure, confirms this judgement. This is
highlighted in a separate section ('Selected Modifications') where
consideration is given to grammatical innovations in a rhythmic
setting which does not reinforce them.
The comparison and analysis of both poems were carried out
according to the basic aspects of rhythmic structures. Line
patterns were first analysed (section A 'Lines: Arrangement
according to number of syllables per foot, Positional Modifications,
Basio Patterns') according to the number of stresses (four here)
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and the number of syllables per foot.
These numerical patterns were examined further in order to
discover features which relate them. Three basic patterns and a
set of patterns modified fro® them according to distinct rules were
postulated and features of positional arrangements within the
related patterns were discussed here.
v
1. See D. Abercrombie, "A Phonetician's View of Verse Structure",
\ "Syllable Quantity and Enclitics in English", "Steele, Mohboddo
,and Garrick" in Studies in Phonetics and Linguistics. O.U.P., 1965.
further reference in M. Sumera, "The Temporal Tradition in th®
Study of Verse Structure", Linguistics. No. 62, 1970.
2. See Abercrombie "A Phonetician's View of Verse Structure".
This was followed by an examination of the numerical modific¬
ations taking place in the transition from one line to the next
(Section 'Rhythmic Movement*). Rules operating here were also
discerned.
The next major component, the Quantity Patterns aid their
Modifications (Section 0 'Rhythmic Movement') were discussed in
3
detail. Here the syllable quantity rules put forward by
Professor David Abercrombie were used and were further extended to
cover 3-3yllable feet. The two components, at first treated
separately, were subsequently treated together in the Section
entitled 'Rhythmic Movement' where line transitions were discussed
in terms of changes in both.
Separate sections were given to the consideration of other
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aspects of verse structures Rhyme, Line-end Markers (here, the last
two feet in the line), Foot variety, Line Repetition, Partial
Repetition, and (in "anyone") Rhythmic Patterning in relation to
Intonation Curve.
All the comparisons have confirmed the initial impression of
the varied and well controlled rhythmic structure in "anyone". The
similarities and differences between the two poems, summarised in
the Section 'Repetition and Change in Line Transition* show a major
shift in emphasis in the two basic componentss while the rhythmic
variety in "aryrone* results from changes in the numerical component,
in "my father" it is achieved through subtle variations within the
quantitative component.
3.See Abercrombie "Syllable Quantity and Enclitics in English"
4. See Abe^crombie "A Phonetician's View of Verse Structure".
Part II
Three aspects of rhythm were analysed here:
a) the relation of performance to the postulated scansion (six




Ad a) Small variations were found among the readers, all
predictable. (See first set of tables).
The data for b) and o) were obtained by spectrographs analysis.
Procedures employed and arbitrary decisions taken in the course of the
analysis are to be found in the section entitled 'Procedures,
Problems and Arbitrary Decisions'.
Segment durations were found to show both a tendency to inherent
length and to adjustment to the length of higher rhythmic units
(syllable, word, foot). This can be seen in the first set of tables.
Similarities and differences among the various speakers became
apparent here and these could be grouped according to the tendencies
they displayed with regard to segment ratios.
Foot duration was found to vary for each speaker, at least two
tempo ranges being noticable for each type of foot. The range of
durations appeared to diminish when the estimated foot boundaries
had been calculated in oases involving silent stresses. Feet grouped
according to type in terms of number of syllables per foot (see
second set of tables) also showed variation in their respective
weighted means.
A comparison carried out between the different types of foot as
represented by the means (third set of tables) revealed a tendenoy
for the different types of feet to assume some degree of proportionality,
the most frequent ratios being 1, 1-J, 1^-, with under- and over-shooting.
The ranges of duration present in each kind of feet tended to
overlap at various points so that isochrony could be seen to re-assert
itself. In the example chosen, recording I measurement A, filled
feet of3- and ^.-syllables corresponded to the upper range of
durations in 2-syllable filled feet. The durations of 1-syllable
feet followed by a silent stress corresponded to two ranges in
2-syllable filled feet in the same recording, while 2-syllable feet
followed by a silent stress showed a greater similarity with 3-
and V-syliable filled feet, having an upper range of durations as
their starting point here. (For details, see Conclusion, Part II.)
It can be seen (using the information provided in the first set
of tables which show feet in their sequential appearance) that
di-pods, corresponding to certain syntactic structures (e.g. phrase,
clause) show a tendency to similar length. In such eases the
emphatic lengthening of one foot may be compensated by a shortening
of the other.
All these aspects, a regular internalised beat and relations
of proportionality between different types of feet as well as
overlapping in durations across the different types of feet through
which isochrony re-asserts itself, contribute to make rhythm in
English a complex phenomenon. The complexity is further increased
by the addition of the other aspects, syllable quantity and
'segment quantity' to produce a rich texture of inter-relationships.
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is divided into two main parts: (i) verse
•structure and ^IX) instrumental analysis.
Part I
Here, two poems by the same poet (e.e. cummingsj are
analysed and compared. Hie poems chosen are "anyone lived in a
pretty how town" and "my father moved through dooms of love".
Hie reason for this choice lies in the fact that previous
analysis of "anyone lived in a pretty how town" have tended to
concentrate on its striking grammatical characteristics, leaving the
rhytlimical component out of consideration. Ky intention is to
supplement these analyses by showing- the intricate rhythmic structure
of the poem without which the grammatical innovations would not have
made 30 great an impact. I also desire to correct any impression
that the stylistic success of the poem lies solely in its grammatical
innovations; I hope to demonstrate the importance of the rhythmic
component in making the poem so effective.
This claim may be supported in two ways: internally, by
examining a few of the striking grammatical innovations in a rhythmic
setting wliich does not enhance them (section "selected modifications"
in part i), and, externally, by analysing another poem with similar
grammatical innovations but a less elaborate rhythmical structure.
For that purpose, I have used "ray father moved through dooms of love"
Further details concerning the presentation of the analysis of verse
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structure are to be found in the section entitled
"An Analysis of Verse Structure
e.e. cummings: anyone lived in a pretty liow town - A Third Approach"
Fart II
This part is based on a spectrographs analysis of one poem
(T.S.Eliot, "The Waste Land", part IV) read by several different
speakers. The measurements were made at the level of foot duration
and segment duration.
The comparisons have been carried out using Professor
Abercrombie's scansion of the poem as basic reference. ^
Certain differences among the individual speakers were
expected, most of them predictable:
(a) differences in the rate of delivery and timing
(b) differences in the choice of feet for emphatic lengthening,
depending^what the speakers decided to regard as topic or comment
(c) differences in the stress pattern where the syntactic
construction permitted a choice of grouping the constituents
into one or two feet
(d) small individual differences at the segment level.
The results of these measurements have been presented in several ways:
(a) A sequential presentation, i.e. according to the serial order of feet.
Tables have been made, each corresponding to a foot in the text as
marked by the scansion, giving the segment durations and foot
1. This was used previously by rae for my M.Litt. thesis "Some Aspects
of Rhythm and Verse Structure in English", Edinburgh University,
1966.
durations for each speaker.
Whenever an optional variant in the division into feet was possible
and was found in at least one of the speakers, this has been marked
by allowing it a place at the top of the column and enclosing it in
brackets. Where it was not possible to obtain a measurement, this
has been indicated by placing a dash in the appropriate box. Three
types of foot measurements were made and these are explained in the
section ex.titled "Procedures, problems and arbitrary decisions" (pp./67~"/7^)
(b) Presentation according to type of foot (number of syllables per foot;
The feet were then grouped according to types, and their duration
and weighted mean shown for each speaker.
Standard deviation and variance were calculated for each mean.
A general mean for every type has been added.
(c) The relation between the various types of feet as displayed by the
weighted mean.
The weighted means for each speaker were subsequently compared with
respect to the various types of feet. Ratios have been calculated
from the absolute durations.
(d) A presentation of foot duration in sequence taking into account the
estimation of expected foot boundary
A vertical display is given here of foot duration in sequence for
each speaker (for one type of measurement), with estimates of
expected foot boundary where the actual measurement was not possible.
A graph paper was used for the display.
Further details are again to be found in the section entitled "Procedures,
problems and arbitrary decisions".
C&tCEPfS used in both parts of the thesis.
The Approach and Concepts adopted in this thesis
The approach to the study of verse structure in this thesis is
derived from the temporal tradition,1 and David Abercrombie's articles
"A phonetician's view of verse structure" and "Syllable quantity and
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enclitics in English", and "Some functions of Silent Stress".
"English verse ... depends on a rhythm which is temporally organized -
it depends on the division of time into temporal units". (Abercrombie, /
p.22).
'These temporal units are delimited by stress and are referred to as
feet.
Foot
"English utterances may be considered as being divided by the isochronous
beat of the stress pulse into feet of (approximately) even length. Each
foot starts with a stress and contains everything that follows that stress
1. M.Sumera "The Temporal Tradition in the Stuuy of Verse Structure",
Linguistics, ho. 62, 1970.
2. "A Phonetician's view of Verse Structure" paper given to the Durham
English Society in May 1961, and published in Linguistics No. 6, 1964.
D.Abercrombie "Syllable Quantity and Enclitics" paper given at the
meeting of the Linguistic Association (Great Britain) at Hull in May
1961, and published in In Honour of Daniel Jones, London (LongmansJ,1964.
Both papers included in Studies in Phonetics and Linguistics,Oxford (OUP),
1969.
3. D.Abercrombie "Some Functions of Silent Stress", Edinburgh Studies in
English and Scots. Longmans, 1971.
up to, but not including, the next stress". (Abercromfcie, p.28). Hie
foot, as described above, has one more property: it is independent of
word boundaries.
Hie tendency to isochrony was noticed earlier by Joshua
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Steele, as Abercrombie points out: "The measure of speech, in prose
as well as poetry, is governed, he (SteeleJ maintained, by a 'pulsation
of emphatic and remiss', which divides it into cadences or bars. He
claims that in English the cadences are of equal length, that is to say
that the pulsation is periodic, or tends to be; and although doubts about
what we are going to say next, and other things, may throw the regularity
out for a moment, it always reasserts itself'.
For our purposes, the foot may be regarded as displaying a
tendency to temporal regularity, though changes of tempo must be allowed
for.
The stress which delimits the foot may sometimes fall on silence
- "a stress pulse can occur without sound accompanying it" (Abercrombie, p.
20). Feet initiated by a silent stress and containing one or more
unstressed syllables shall be referred to as partially-filled feet.
Feet totally occupied by silence will be referred to as silent feet, and
those totally occupied by 'speech* as filled feet. Feet without initial or
5
final boundary shall be referred to as unbounded feet.
4. "Steele, Monboddo and Garrick',1 Studies in Phonetics and Linguistic^, p.38
3. Katherine Patch, "Syllable duration in Prose Head Aloud", Diploma
Dissertation, university of Edinburgh, 1962.
Foot variety
In my analysis of verse structure I paid attention to the
next important factor which had been pointed out by Abercrombie, the
foot variety. "We find in English verse more kinds of feet than in
Latin verse, for example. This variety is of two kinds: it lies
both in the number of syllables, and in the relative length or quantity
of the syllables, which are in the foot. The number of syllables
may vary from none (if it is a completely silent foot) to four or even
occasionally more" (Abercrombie, pp. 23-24).
"The relative length of syllables is a further source of
variety, even between feet containing the same number of syllables.
Syllable-quantity, in other words, is a factor which cannot really be
left out of account (though it usually is) in examining the structure
of English verse" (Abercrombie, p.24).
Syllable quantity
"The quantity of any syllable is a proportion of the total
length of the foot within which the syllable occurs and it is relative
to the quantity of any other syllable in the foot. We cannot therefore
say anything about the quantity of a syllable until we know its place in
the loot". (Abercrombie, p.28).
"When a foot consists of two syllables, for example, it does
not necessarily follow that these syllables will divide the time of
the foot into two equal halves. They may do so, but they may divide
it into (approximately) one-third and two-thirds respectively, or
conversely into two-thirds and one-third".(Abercrombie, p.24)
"Three-syllable and four-syllable feet offer even greater
possibilities of variation. It should be remembered that syllable
quantity in English is entirely distinct from stress: the two factors
are quite independent of each other. Syllable quantity must not,
moreover, be confused with vowel quantity; a so called 'short* vowel
often occurs in a long syllable" (Abercrombie, p.24).
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Although a number of writers have indicated syllable lengths,
usually by means of musical notation, most of them made "no attempt to
work out the factors which determine the quantities, or to classiiy the
patterns they form". (Abercrombie, p.27). Daniel Jones's observations
(Outline of English phonetics, 3rd ed., Cambridge, 1932) provided the
starting point for David Abercrombie's investigations which have led him
to postulate three patterns for two-syllable feet in English, depending
on the phonesnatic structure of the foot or the presence of word boundary.
They are:* as follows:
Type: Pattern: Phonematic structures
(units of time)
A 12 (i) (c) CV (c) - 'short' vowels
B 1% 1*^ (ii) (c) VCC (c) V (c) V = any vowel or diphthongs
or a syllabic liquid
Viii) (c) (c) V (c) = 'long' vowels or
diphthongs
C 21 the presence of word
division
6. See Abercrombie, p.27.
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There are exceptions within type C, when the phonematic
structure rather than the presence of a word boundary, determines
the syllable quantities,
Here, I have tried to confine myself to marking the most
frequent enclitics, namely those occurring when a verb is followed
by a pronoun, whether a subject or object, within a foot.
For three-syllable feet, jl have adopted the scheme suggested
in my H.Litt. thesis to account for the differences in patterns like
the following:
Units of time: dotation:
^approximate pattern;
| one for the j road . n n cn
| little and j small i n 1 u r\ \J
| after the j war i u J w r\ u
j nobody j knows ij i 1 r\ u
j anything J more i i 1
The patterns are similar to those for 2-syllable feet and
word division was found to pjay an important part here as well.
Patterns 1| (in duple reading 2 y ), 111, andi li 1 are
schematized to some extent, due to the constraints of the system of
notation (3 units of time) and a desire to avoid making minute
distinctions.
7
I am aware that rhythmic assimilations can take place within
7. P.Fraisse, Les Structures Rythmiques. Studia Psychologica (publications
Uhiversitaires de Louvain) 1956.
these patterns and most of then; may remain in free variation, but
in order to preserve a clear picture, I adhered to the archetypal
patterns in my description.
1 have adopted one more concept from David Abererombie,
the Line-end Marker. In his use the term covers various devices
which delimit the line as a unit, e.g.
(a) rhyme or assonance
^to) a silent final stress
^c) a monosyllabic foot
In my analysis, I have extended the term to refer also to the last
two feet in the line.
I have used the term modification to explain the relationship
between the various rhythmic patterns as they follow each other in
successive lines. Most of the time, I have adopted a sequential
order in ray analysis of rhythmic patterns, though I am aware that a
greater wealth of relationships, and in a different order, is produced
in the listener's mind through rhythmic associations. These,
however, it is not possible to discuss here.
10.
AH Analysis of Verse Structure.
8.6. cuwaingss anyone lived in a pretty how town - A Third Approach.
The poesa I have chosen for analysis has already been
1
discussed by at least two scholars, J.P.Thorn® (65; and &.M.
Whitley (65), each fro® a different angle and each making an
essential contribution to the full appreciation of the poem.
Both were significant contribution to stylistic analysis and had
wide response and repercussions among those interested, in this
field of study. Such, however, is the richness of the poem that
a ^reat deal of its intricate structure has still to be taken into
account.
Mrs. Whitley, in her analysis of the poem, concentrated on
the theme and its formal correlates and acknowledged the innovations
on the collocational and gruraaatieal level. Br. Thorn© analysed
what was perhaps the moat striking feature of this poes, its unique
grammar. He argued that an independent grammar had to be posited
in order to aeal with the innovations introduced in the pees.
1. J.P. Thome, "Stylistics and Generative Grammar" Journal of Linguistics 1
(1965J. Alsoj S. Levin, Linguistic Structures in Poetry, Janua
Lineruarum Ho. 23, Kouton, The Hague, 1962. W.O.Hendricks, "Three
models for the description of poetry", Journal of Linguistics 5»
(1965); J.P. Thorne, ibid. S.M. 'Whitley, "Theme and Form in Stylistic
Analysis". Paper delivered at the meeting of the Linguistic Association
of Great Britain, Hewcastle, 30.3*65.
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Perhaps the main impact of the poem does come from the
immediate realization that it breaks the rules of Standard
English, but its total effect is controlled, and it has to be
if the method is to be effective, by the fact that the kind of
irregularity it exhibits is regular in the context of the poem.
It is this feature of careful control that pervades all the
formal aspects of the poem to which I wish to draw attention in
my analysis. The analysis I am offering here is not an attempt
to follow any of the previous approaches in greater detail nor is
it an attempt to contradict any of the contributions made so far.
Rather it is conceived as a complementary approach to those
existing already and is to be viewed in conjunction with them,
if a complete picture of the structure is ever to emerge. Ky
aim is to analyse the architectonic design of the poem and to
show its ingenuity, as I believe the poem to be a clever piece
of engineering and that not only on the grammatical level, but on
the level of verse structure as well.
In contrast to the grammatical innovations, which are
numerous and striking, the verse structure appears naively simple -
deceptively so. In contrast to the sweeping grammatical changes,
the verse structure is also rigid and very traditional - almost
anachronistically so, undoubtedly by design and by a conscious
choice.
Grammatical and stylistic innovations are, however, not
enough to make a poem; in fact they do not guarantee that the piece
12.
will be received &s verse rather than a somewhat chaotic prose.
We need other devices to perform this function, and these are
the traditional ones; rhythm, stress, rhyme, and the stanza
form.
The Stanza Jftona.
This is extremely simple here: nine stanzas, each consisting of
four lines so that an effect of regularity is secured, perhaps
even a monotonous regularity. In addition to this
undifferentiated background, we have the stress pattern. It
turns out to be equally regular: four stresses per line, without
exception. There fire nine stanzas of four lines each, four
stresses to each line: four stresses repeated 36 times. However,
too much regularity is a bad thing. In these circumstances an
element of variation can only enter into the rhythms of the poem
and the rhytJaaie innovations are, in this case, confined to the
foot only. They are limited to two factors:
a) the number of syllables within the foot
b) the quantity patterns within the feet ^
With respect to the number of syllables, it may be
assu&eu that the possibilities for varying the number of syllables
1. In the analysis of the verse structure I have employed the
foot theory as put forward by Abercrombie (1961) and used in
the Phonetics Department at Edinburgh. This involves marking
feet from stress to stress and allotting syllable quantities
according to his scheme for two-syllable feet, and extending
this to cover three-syllable feet.
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within a foot in verse range from one syllable to five, or
possibly six. A brief glance at the p®e® after it has been
divided into ieet shows that eummiiigs has limited Ms selection
to the range from one to three syllables per foot. There is
no occurrence in the poera of feet with more than three syllables.
As for the further source of variation, syllable quantity
patterns, these increase in proportion to the number of syllables
per foot; there is only one possibility in a monosyllabic foot,
three possible patterns in a two-syllable foot, but there are at
least five possibilities within a three-syllable foot. cummings
employs all three possibilities of quantity patterning within two-
syllable feet, and makes use of four of the patterns available
within three-syllable feet. It is of course to be remembered
that the selection is to some extent inherent in the patterning of
the language and the poet's conscious or intuitive choice is further
limited by the lexical and syntactic structures affecting anc to
some extent predetermining the quantity patterning. I shall
postpone the examination of the quantity patterning within the poem
until 1 have dealt with the more general and broader outlines of its
formal cesign.
I propose to carry out the present analysis in the following
sections dealing respectively with:
INTERNAL ANALYSIS
A. Lines
i) Number of syllables within foot: their positional modifications,
basic patterns inferred from them
14,
ii) Patterns with arid without reinforcement
B. Line-end Barkers.
i) Patterns and their modifications in terms of number of
syllables and quantity patterns
ii) Structural combinations of these patterns in the course
of the poem
iii) Line-end markers in relation to rhyme; the respective
patterning and their arrangement vis-a-vis one another.
C. Rhythmic movement.
i) quantity patterns and their modifications
ii) Rhythmic patterning in relation to intonation curve
m'RRHAL ANALYSIS
A comparison with another poem by the same authors •my father
moved through dooms of love'. Structural similarities.
15.
iS.E. Cummings Selected Poems 1923-1958 (p. 44)
I I anyone jlived in ajpretty how| town
(withjup so(floating(many belisjdown)
j springj summer|autumn|winter
he | sang his| didn't he (danced his (did.
II (women and men tboth|little and|small;
(cared for anyone not at(all
they|sowed their isn't they(reaped their|same
(sun jmoon(stars(rain





















laughed theirjcryings and(did their)dance
(sleep|wake(hope and j then) they
said their|nevers they(slept their(dream
13tars(rain|sun jmoon
(and(only the|snow can be(gin to ex(plain






stooped to(kiss his face)
buried them(side by[side
little and(was by(was
all byjail and[deep by(deep
andjmore by(more theyjdream theirjsleep
noone andjanyone|earth byjapril
wish by|spirit andjif byjyes.
Women and(men (bothjdong and)ding
summer[autumn(winter[spring
reaped their(sowing and(went their)came




Arrangement according to the number of syllables per foot.
Stanzas I 3 3 3 1
2 2 3 1
12 2 2
2 3 2 1
Stanza: II 3 2 3 1
2 3 2 1
2 3 2 1
1111
Stanza: III 2231
3 2 2 1
2 2 12
2 2 2 1
Stanza: IV 2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
3 3 2 1
Stanza: V 2 3 2 1
2 3 2 1
112 2
2 3 2 1
1. The count starts with the first complete foot in the line,
and ends on the last syllable in the line.
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Stanza: VI 1111
3 3 3 1
3 3 3 2
2 2 3 1
Stanza: VII 2321
2 2 2 1
3 3 2 1
3 3 2 1
Stanza: VIII 2221
2 2 2 1
3 3 2 2
2 3 2 1
Stanza: IX 3 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 3 2 1
1111
A casual glance is sufficient to single out sequences
of exact repetition which are fairly evenly distributed over the
poem. In the second stanza the two medial lines are identical:
Stanza: II, line 2 2321
3 2 3 2 1
In the fourth stanza, the first three lines are identical:
Stanza: IV, line 1 2221
2 2 2 2 1
3 2 2 2 1
18
In the fifth stanza, the first two lines are exactly the saioe;
the pattern is also repeated in line 4.
Stanzas V, line 1 2321
2 2 3 2 1
4 2 3 2 1
In the seventh stanza, the exact repetition takes place in the
last two lines, the reverse of the preceding occurrence;
Stanza; VII, line 3 3321
4 3 3 2 1
In the eighth stanza, the last one to contain an exact repetition,
the sequence is shifted to the first two lines.
Stanza; VIII, line 1 2221
2 2 2 2 1
It will have been noticed that the exact repetition of lines
proceeds according to a definite plan; it is structured according
to a definite principle and the utmost care seems to have been
taken to provide as much variation within this repetition as
possible. Although the repetition involves a sequence of lines
(two, or even three in the medial, transitional part of the poem;
its place of occurrence within a stanza is varied continually.
Starting wi$h two middle lines in a stanza (stanza XI, lines 2, 3)
the sequence (different now in torsos of the number of syllables)
is extended to contain x,he first line as well; it is built up to
a three line sequence in stanza IV, lines, 1, 2, 3* This three-
line sequence (different again in terms of the number of syllables)
18. a
is then varied so as to confine the two lines of the sequence to
the first two lines of the stanza (stanza V, lines 1, 2) and transfer
the third line of the sequence to the last line of the stanza
(stanza V, line 4). This place, the last line in the stanza, is
subsequently taken up by the next repetition of a new sequence in
stanza VII, lines 3» 4, to be again transferred to its reverse
position in the stanza, that is to the first two lines, but, in
accordance with the principle of variation, in a new pattern from
the point of view of the number of syllables in stanza VIII, lines
1, 2.
Positional Kodifications
In the preceding paragraph I have discussed positional
modifications in a very special case; exact repetition. The
positional modifications there referred to the occurrence of
repetition with respect to its place in the stanza as a unit(whole
line repetitioj^. I now wish to turn to a different aspect of
positional modifications on the level of the line and with regard to
the number of syllables per foot. In the preceding section where
we were concerned with the exact application of the principle of
repetition no accurate account of patterns in terms of their number
of syllables was taken. 1 merely noted the presence of a different
pattern - or rather of a pattern different from the preceding one;
in fact, patterns were repeated: 2 3 2 1 in stanzas II and V,
and 2 2 2 1 in stanzas IV and VIII.
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in the analysis of positional modifications within the
line, I propose to group all varying patterns whose highest
number of syllables per foot is 3 into on© group A, and all
varying patterns whose highest number of syllables per foot is
2 into another group B. For the time being, we shall not
consider either their position in the stanza or their frequency
of occurrence.
Group A
Patterns with a maximum of three syllables per foots
stanza I line 1 3 3 3 1
line 2 2231
line 4 2321
stanza II line 1 3 2 3 1
stanza III line 2 3221
stanza IV line 4 3 3 2 1
stanza VI line 3 3 3 3 2
stanza VIII line 3 3 3 2 2
A brief glance at the list of all types of patterning, with three
syllables as the highest number of syllables per foot, reveals the
following features:
i) most lines end in a monosyllable
ii) only two patterns end in a two-syllable foot (VI, 3; VIII, 3)
iii) within a line the three-syllable foot can occur:
a) three times e.g. 3331 stanza I, 1.
3 3 3 2 VI, 3.
20.
1
b) twice - the other foot being always a two-syllable foot
c) once - the other two feet being invariably two-syllable feet
iv) within a line containing one or more three-syllable feet the
two-syllable foot can occur:
a) once
b) twice
I now propose to divide the patterns into two sub groups: I - lines
with a single occurrence of two-syllable feet
II - lines with a double occurrence of two-syllable feet
Group A (l)
An interesting feature of patterning is to be noticed within these
combinations:
the two three-syllable feet can occur in a sequence and then occupy
the first two positions in the line e.g. 3321 stanza IV, 4
or be separated to occupy positions one and three in the line, e.g.
3231 stanza II, 1
or they can occur together in a sequence occupying the second and
third, positions in a slightly modified line, 3 3 3 2
Looking at the pattern from another angle, we observe that
the single two-syllable foot in a line containing three-syllable
feet can occur (in a slightly modified pattern) in the last position,
1. Since the final foot ends the line in a monosyllable, except
on two occasions mentioned above, there are only three variable
positions to consider.
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position So. 4, in the third position, in the second position
3332 3321 3231
and is only missing (the potential slot in the pattern is not
filled) in the first positions 2331
Group A (II): double occurrence of two-syllable feet within a line
containing three syllable feet.
A similar observation can be made about the double occurrence© of
two-syllable feet within a line containing three syllable-feet.
This double occurrence may be found in a sequence occupying the
first two positions: 2231
or the feet can be separated to occupy positions one and three:
2 3 2 1
or the feet can appear in a sequence occupying positions two and
three: 3221
Looking at the pattern from another angle, we observe that
the single three-syllable foot in a line containing two-syllable feet
can occur in the first position, second position, and third position;
3221 2321 2231
anu is only missing from the fourth position.*
1. Of course in mathematical terms, the possibilities of permutation
of all the elements contained in the four places are much greater
(81 in a four place sequence containing three numbers), but only
a limited number has been used in the poem.
22.
It will now have become clear that there is an exact parallelism in
the arrangement of patterns within uroup I and Group II and that they
differ only with respect to one potential place being unfilled in the
first slot in Group I and in its reverse, last slot, i.e. position
1
IV in Group A (ll).
Group B.
Patterns with a maximum of two syllables per foot.
stanza III, line 4 2221
stanza I, line 3 1222
stanza III, line 3 2212
stanza V, line 3 1122
A brief glance at the list of all types of patterning with a two-
syllable foot as the highest ranking foot reveals the following features;
i) most patterns end in a two-syllable foot (the opposite of Group A
where most patterns end in a one-syllable foot)
ii) only one pattern ends in a one-syllable foot (in Group A only two
patterns were in the minority group, the two-syllable ending)
iii) within a line the two-syllable foot can occur:
a) three times e.g. 2221 stanza III, 4
1222 stanza I, 3
2212 stanza III, 3
b) twice 1122 stanza V, 3
1. The pattern omitted from consideration here, 3 3 2 2, is a
balanced pattern with an even distribution of 3's and 2's, and
can be regarded as parallel to pattern 1122.
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An interesting patterning within these combinations can again be
noticed: the two-syllable feet can occur in a sequence occupying the
first three positions in the line
e.g. 2 2 2 1
or be separated so as to occupy positions I, II, and IV
e.g. 2 2 12
or they can occur together occupying the last three positions, positions
II, III, and IV
e.g. 12 2 2
Alternatively, we may notice that the monosyllabic foot can occur in
the fourth position, in the third or in the first;
2 2 2 1
12 2 2
2 2 1 2
1
One place of occurrence, position II, remains unfilled. In Group A
position II was filled in both Groups A (l) and A (ll), while of the
positions which are now filled in Group B positions I and IV were
unfilled in Group A (l) and A (il) respectively. There is only one
occurrence of a somewhat modified pattern giving an equal division
1122, but the available mathematical possibilities of permutation
(16 in a four place sequence with two numbers) are again greater than
the patterns selected from them.
A parallelism of patterning between the lexical and numerical
(syllable-count) level may be noted in the two refrains in the poem.
Since their lines do not contain any syntactic structures, merely
1. 2 12 2
listing of nouns, the possibilities of reordering them are again open.
The first grouping refers to the rearrangements of the refrain
referring to seasons:
stanza I, line 3 spring summer autumn winter A B C B
stanza III, line 3 autumn winter spring summer G B A B
stanza IX, line 2 summer autumn winter spring B C D A
The second grouping refers to the rearrangement of the •sun* refrains
stanza II, line 4 sun moon stars rain A B C B
stanza VI, line i stars rain sun moon C D A B
stanza IX, line 4 sun moon stars rain A B C B
Only a brief glance at the first grouping is sufficient to select
the sequence CD as the one which undergoes transpositions from
positions III and IV In stanza Is A BCD
to positions I and II in stanza III C B A B
to occupy the medial position in stanza IX B 0 B A
This conformity with the patterning discovered in the preceding
sections of the analysis may at first be disclaimed as accidental,
and the result of the particular sequential arrangement of the
seasons since each repetition of the cycle starts at a different
point in the cycle but does not alter its inherent sequence.
However, in the •sun' refrain there are no such internal constraints
requiring a particular sequential order to be preserved, yet the
pattern is continued with CD occupying the last two places in the
line, positions III ana IV from which it is then transposed to the
first two places, positions I and II, only the third possibility of
25.
arrangement being lacking on this occasion. Hie third occurrence
of the pattern is an exact repetition of the first occurrence, and
is largely predetermined by thematic (non-structural) reasons, in
addition to being the closing line of the poem.
Basic Patterns.
After examining the principles behind the numerical
patterning I wish to put forward a suggestion that three basic
patterns may be inferred from them. They can be regarded as the
"themes" which underlie all the surface permutations and from which
various "principled" departures are made. These three basic
patterns are as follows;
3 3 3 1
2 2 2 1
1111
In addition to the evidence drawn from purely mathematical (positional)
rearrangements which I have discussed before, further support for my
conclusion comes from two sources;
(i) examination of the patterns of first lines in the first four
stanzas
(ii) occurrences of the rhythmical "themes'' in all stanzas, except one
which can be regarded as a transitional stanza (stanza V)
If we compare the first lines in these stanzas;
I 3 3 3 1
II 3 2 3 1
III 2 2 3 1
IV 2 2 2 1
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we see & progressive numerical diminution which leads from pattern
3 3 3 1 to pattern 2 2 2 1, The initial pattern 3 3 3 1
is gradually transformed into 2 2 2 1, first by a change involving
the subtraction of one element (-1) i.e. 3231, then by a change
involving the subtraction of another element (-l), (-1) i.e. 2 2 3 1»
until the second basic or "thematic" pattern is reached m a result of
a further subtraction (-1), (-l), (-1) i.e. 2221 from the first
pattern. the third basic pattern is analogical to the second in that
it involves the awe subtraction of three elements from the preceding
pattern (-1), (-1), (-1), 2221 1111,
These "thematic" patterns are to be found throughout the
whole pees., in stanzas?
I 3 3 3 1 line 1
II 1111 4
III 2 2 2 1 4




3 3 3 1 2
VII 2 2 2 1 2
VIII 2 2 2 1 1, 2
IX 2 2 2 1 2
1111 4
They occur either in isolation, or are repeated (three times in stanza
IV, twice in stanza VIII), or in combination as in stanza VT and IX.
It may be pointed out in this connection that the combined patterns are
in the first cases in stanza VII 1111 co-occurring with
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3 3 3 1 said in stanaa IX 2 2 2 1 co-occurring with X 1 1 1,
thus all three rhythmical themes are brought to bear on on© another -
perhaps one ©ore proof in support of the suggestion that these three
patterns should be regarded as basic.
Looking at the Progress of First Lines m can sake the
following observations:
I 3 3 3 1 3x3 2x0
II 3 2 3 1 3x2 2x1
III '2 2 3 1 3x1 2x2
IV 2 2 2 1 ~j 3x0 2x3
V __-2 3 2 1 3x1 2x2
VI 1111 - 3x0 2x0
1x3
VII ► 2 3 2 1 3x1 2x2
VIII 2 2 2 1 3x0 2x3
IX -3 2 2 1 3x1 2x2
It can be mm that the lines in the two stanzas following stanza VI
are a mirror image of th® lines in the two stanzas preceding stanza
VI. Similarly, there aeeaa to be a kind of reversal between
stanzas II, V and VII: 3231 versus 2 3 2 1; and stanzas
III and IX: 2 2 3 1 versus 3 2 2 1.
Thematic patterns appear stanza-initially only in stanzas 1, IV, VI
and VIII.
The complete patterning of the stanzas runs a© follows
I 3 3 3 1
2 2 3 1
12 2 2








































I have now discussed most of the principles behind the
arrangements and the actual grouping in the stanzas reflects then all.
In addition to repetition, either of the basic patterns or of their
derivations, in sequence or at a distance, there is to be found reversal,
positional or numerical. these suffice to bind together the less
related patterns of the foot pattern.
After a purely mathematical exposition of the numerical
patterning, I should like to return to the poem and illustrate with
textual evidence, the points raised by grouping all the patterns round
their respective basic patterns.
Lines exemplifying all the numerical patterns discerned in the poem;
Basic Pattern;
3331 janyonej lived in a j pretty how j town 1,1
(and (only the) snow can be[gin to exjplain VI,2
Modificationss
3332 How jchildren arej apt to for)get to rejmember VI,3
3 3 2 1 j anyone's j any was j all to J her IV,4
(busy folk) hurried the® (side byj side VII,3
jlittle byj little and j was by j was VII,4
3 2 3 1 jwomen andjmen (both j little and j small) 11,1
3 2 2 1 (women and) men (both j dong and j ding, IX,1
j down they forjgot as j up they | grew 111,2
2231 withj up so Jfloating) many bells j down 1,2; VI,4
jchildren) guessed but j only a j few 111,1
30
Modifications:
2 3 2 1 he jsaag his| didn't he j danced his| did
they] sowed their] isn't they j reaped their (same
| cared for J anyone ] not at j all
jsomeonesj married their jevery]ones
(laughed their]cryings and]did their]dance
|said theirjnevers they] slept their jdream
|one day] anyone ] died I | guess
[wish by] spirit and j if by j yes
(reaped their]sowing and] went their]came
3322 [noone and] anyone ( earth by j april
Basic Pattern;
2221 that]noone j loved him ] nore by j sore
(when by j now and | tree by ] leaf
shejlaughed hia| Joy she j cried his] grief
[bird by j snow and j stir by J still
(and(noon© j stooped to | kiss his j face
(all by | all and [ deep by J deep
and|more by] more they] dream their j sleep
(summer j autumn j winter ] spring
Modifications;
1222 jspring ] summer j autumn j winter
2212 jautumn j winter [ spring [ summer
























1111 j sun j moon ] stars } rain II»4; IX,4
| stars j rain j sun | moon VI,1
Patterns with and without Reinforcement,
In addition to being similar in terms of number of syllables
per foot, patterns can be further reinforced on the syntactic,
semantic/lexical, rhyme or quantity pattern levels. Different
selections can be made from these levels in terms of their number
"i
■snd combinations, which I now propose to illustrate using examples
of pattern 2321.
he j sang his j didn't he| danced his j did 1,4
they | sowed theirj isn't theyj reaped tleirjsame 11,3
| laughed theirj cryings andj did their|dance V,2
j reaped theirJ sowing and) went their j came IX,3
they j said theirjnevers they) slept their(dream V,4
All these examples share one feature x an underlying
syntactic structure. In addition to this, they may display
parallelism and identity with respect to other features and it is






they j sowed their j isn't theyJ reaped their j same




sowed their j isn't they j reaped their j same
reaped their j sowing and) went their | came
reaped their | sowing andj went their j came
laughed their j cryinge and j did their J dance
laughed their | cryings and | did their j dance
sang his | didn't he j danced his | did
said their j nevers they j slept their | dream
sowed their j isn't they | reaped their | same
These new groupings exemplify the intricate network of cross-reference
in the five lines originally selected on the basis of their syntactic
similarity. Bach combination emphasises a new correspondence or
a different set of correspondences on the grammatical, phonological




Identity of; a) Grammatical form : isn't (if Tense left out of
(♦Parallelism consideration)v didn't
♦Identity)






a) Grammatical form j their
his
Non-Correspondence: a) Lexical form : their
his





a) Lexical form : their
their
b) Phonaesthetic (rhyme): perfect
c) Grammatical function: isnH j their
sowing ; their
a) Semantic cross-correspondence sowed/sowing/reaped
Non-Correapondence: a) Grammatical form : isnH
sowing
b) Quantity : Imperfect (2nd foot Modified)
Group III
Correspondence:
Identity: a) Grammatical form: sowing ; and
crying) ; and (Number omitted)




Non-Correapondence; a) .Rhyme ; 0
Group IV
Correspondence
Identity: a) Grammatical function : cryings ; their
didn't ; his
Parallelism: a) Grammatical form: their, his
ing -Neg "cryings"
Neg -ing "didn't"
Ron-Correspondence: a) Quantity : Imperfect (2nd foot Modified)





a) Grammatical function : their ; nevers
their ; isn't
b) Grammatical form: their ;
their
c) Lexical form: their
their
d) Quantity pattern
a) Semantic: Negative ; Juxtaposition Negative/Positive
"nevers"
"isn't"





Reinforcement can also be seen among patterns in the 2221
group, although it is no longer on the level of sentence but only of
phrase with varying degrees of correspondence on the level of form-class
and lexical forms
| when by j now and j tree by | leaf IV,1
| bird by j snow and | stir by j still IV,3
J all by j all and J deep by j deep VIII ,1
Patterns without Reinforcement.
Patterns included in the same group on the basis of syllable count
(per foot) but without any further linking devices do not seem to be
readily perceived as related, not to the same degree as the ones
with reinforcement. This can be easily checked by comparison
with the other patterns from group 2 3 2 1, and group 2 2 2 1.
2 3 2 1
[ cared for j anyone J not atj all
j someones j married their j every[ones
j one day j anyone j died I j guess
j wish by j spirit and j if by | yes
2 2 2 1
that j noone j loved him j more by j more
and | noone j stooped to | kiss his j face
and | more by J more they j dream their | sleep
j summer j autumn j winter j spring
36
fhere are, however, cross-correspondences to be traced either
on the level of phrase ( e.g. repetition) or on the level of semantics
(reversal). On the level of phrase there are numerous parallelises
which fall into two groups:
i) +Identity of GrnfiK&atical ?b» - Identity of Lexical ft»
ii) +Identity of Grammatical Foot + Identity of Lexical For®
j&atapleas (i) Juxtapositions:
when by now tree by leaf bird by snow earth by
stir by still April






Cross-correspondence with Lexical and Gr&saraatic&l Identity
of Phrase can be seen ins
that | mom j loved hi® j more by j more
and [ more by j ®ore they j dream their j sleep
Only the place of occurrence of the phrase is altered fro® the last
two feet (position® III, IV) to the first two feet (positions I, Ii) -
a pattern already familiar to us from the earlier analysis of the
Refrains : A B 0 9 -+ C 1) A ii ; now aodilied furthers A B C I)
C J) & f
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It is interesting to note how ranch of the ineantatory effect would
be lost if this permutation did not take place, cfs
that j noone j loved him j more by | more
they | dream their J sleep j more by j more
Cross-correspondences on the level of Semantics (as different
from +_ Identity of Lexical Form) are equally numerous and essential
to the meaning of the poem:
he j sang his j didn't he j danced his j did
(they)) said their j uevers they | slept their j dream
she | laughed his | joy she j cried his | grief
(everyones) j laughed their | cryings and { did their j dance
(they)| said their J nevers they j slept their j dream
and) more by j more they | dream their ) sleep
While "anyone" sang Ms "didn't" they (the "everyones") said their
"nevers". It is also interesting to note in this context that,
although both express a negation, "nevera" does not collocate with
"sang" but with "said" : the idiosyncratic (or deviant from Standard
Grammar) "didn't" is selected to collocate with "anyone's" action.
WMle "anyone" "danced Ms did", they (the "everyones") "did their
dance" - again the standard grammar arid collocation is reserved for
the ordinary "everyones" and the idiosyncratic collocation,
expressing a reversed attitude and action, is reserved for "anyone"
in the poem.
WMle she ("noone") "laughed Ms joy she cried Ms grief", they
38.
(the "everyonea") "laughed their cryings" - the reversal of
attitude characterizes the other party nowj while "noone" shows
sympathy, sensitivity and understanding, the "everyones" lack
these qualities.
While "everyones" "slept their dream","noone" and "anyone" "dream
their sleep" - perhaps the most culminating point in the eeriest




After- having dealt with the stanza and the line, I now wish
to concentrate on a smaller unit of verse structure, the line-end
markers. These usually consist of the last foot and the one
preceding it and play an important part in delimiting the line as
a unit. I shall describe them in terms of their quantity
patterns, using the syllable quantity rules developed in the
1
Phonetics Department at Edinburgh university.
List of all line-end marker's with their quantity patterns:
Stanza Text Quantity Pattern
I in a | pretty how J town | U l-w
J many bells j down Iunu l-W
j autumn j winter j j o n j n n
11 f did I— o l-w
1. Two-syllable feet according to D. Abercrombis, "Syllable Quantity
and Enclitics in English", paper given at the meeting of the
Linguistic Association (Great Britain) at Hull in May, 1961, and
published in In Honour of Daniel Jones, London (Longman), 1964;
also in Studies in Phonetics ana linguistics. Oxford (O.U.P), 1965.
Three-syllable feet according to H. Sumera, "Some Aspects of
Rhytlua and Verse Structure in English", M.Litt. thesis, Edinburgh
University, 1966.
Pattern |U O ^ j is to be regarded as an exaggeration owing
to the constraints of the system adopted, of. ibid, chapter III,
section 'Some Problems of Analysis*.
40.
Stanza Text Quantity Pattern
II both j little and j siuall | ^ ^ ,
{ not at | all j — ^
they J reaped their j same j — ^j
J stars j rain j j —
III but j only a | few I O1 r\ U
as j up they J grew | — ^
J spring j summer j —^
j more by j more j
IV and J tree by j leaf
she j cried his | grief
and j stir by J still
U
VJ
was j all to | her j—
V their j every j ones | p p
and J did their | dance |
j hope and j then they | ^
they j slept their j dream j
VI j sun j aooa | —^
can be- jgin to ex~ jplain |p p
to for- | get to re-jmember (p p


















died I j guess
kiss his | face
side by | side
was by | was
deep by | deep
dream their j sleep
earth by ( April
if by j yes
dong and | ding
winter j spring
went their j came





total number of lines: 36
3 syllabi© line-end markers;
2 syllable line-end markers:
1 syllable line-end markers:
Three-syllabie feet:
26 (four ending in a di-syllabie foot)
3
Four possible quantity patterns with word division:
i j\ -V 4x






A great variety of quantity patterns appear with and without word






Line-end Markers; Basic Patterns.
After examining all the quantity patterns in the line end-
markers, I should like to suggest that the patterns represented in
the first stanza be taken as the basic patterns from which all




I shall indicate a quantity modification by placing the symbol
R beside the pattern concerned, and a numerical modification by
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2 11 (-1) or
3 III
4 in (~i)





















































Rhyme and exact repetition of quantity pattern within the line-end
markers appear simultaneously four times (marked }); complete Cross
Patterns occur twice (marked^>5; partial Cross Patterns (marked^*)




Rhythmic movement results from changes in the number of
syllables per foot, or feet per line, and from changes in the quantity
patterns inside the feet. Modifications affecting syllable or
foot count will be referred to as numerical, those affecting quantity
patterns as Quantitative. Following the terminology adopted in
my M.Litt thesis, I shall call those modifications which take place
inside a foot ([.whether numerical or quantitative) Internal, and
those which affect a succession of feet (.either by Expansion or
Contraction, i.e. addition or subtraction of one or more feet)
External.
The poem under analysis shows no External Modifications: all
lines contain an equal number of feet. The possibility of
modifications being so drastically reduced, a heavier burden iB put
on Internal Modifications. It remains to be determined whether
the main emphasis is shifted on to the numerical or the quantitative
modifications, and what types of modification appear within them.
numerical Modifications in each stanza.
Stanza: Line; Pattern:
I I 3331 3 3 3 1
II 2231 22 3 1
III 1222 1222
IV 2 3 2 1 2321
48.
Lines I -II:
from 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 1
to 2 2 3 1 (-D (-1) 0 0
2 2 3 1
Seduction in number of syllables per foot by (-1) (-1) i.e. two
i
elements are affected simultaneously by the change.
Although the progress of first lines (see pp. ) shows a gradual
diminution by one sub-element (-1) in the Stanza Progression: internal
changes within a stanza are initiated by a change involving two
consecutive elements (-1) (-l). This somewhat sharp change is
balanced by the Exact Repetition of the two Line-end Markers.
Lines II - Ills
from 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1
to 12 2 2 (-1) 0 (-1) (+1)
1 2 2 2
Three elements are affected simultaneously but the change is not
homogenous. As in the previous case, two elements are modified in
the same direction, e.i. (-1), (-l), but not in a consecutive order.
Mere they are separated by an element whose identity has remained
unchanged:
2 2 3 1
(-D 0 (-1) (+1)
1 2 2 2
1. The general term "element" used in this discussion of patterning
corresponds to the foot, and "sub-element" to a syllable.
49.
The third element affected shows direction change from (~) to {+),
i.e. a sub-element is added to the initial patterni
1+ 2 2 2 3 1
(+D
12 2 2
Lines III - IV:
fro® 12 2 2 1 2 2 2
to 2 3 2 1 (+1) (+1) 0 (-1)
2 3 2 1
The same type of pattern is observed as in the transition from lines
II - III, i.e. one element retains its identity and position, three
other elements are changed. The change in the three elements (feet
in the poea) consists of a unidirectional change of two elements and
a change in the opposite direction of the third element.
In lines III - IV although the type of pattern is repeated, variation
is introduced by the movement of the unidirectional elements; from (-)
for the two elements in line III to (+) for the two unidirectional
elements in line IV. Consequently, in keeping with this pattern,
the polarity is reversed for the third element from (+) in the 3rd line
to (-) in the 4th line. In addition, the identity element undergoes
s Positional Shift fro® position II in line III to position III in line
IV, and consequently the two unidirectional elements are similarly
affected, (gee above).
Considering the stanza as a whole, we notice further important
features. The First vertical half of the stanza (i.e. the beginnings
of the lines), shows a tendency to a pronounced, decisive modification by
50
two elements from the very start. The first aodification by two
consecutive elements involves a subtraction (-1) (-1).
The second modification by two consecutive elements, in the last two
lines, involves an addition (+1) (+1). (Correspondingly, we can
speak of internal modification of contraction and internal modification
of expansion),
To counteract these progressive changes the remaining vertical
half of the stanza, consisting of the Line-end Markers, shows a
conservative tendency: in the first two lines an exact repetition, in
the third and fourth, a repetition modified by the subtraction of one
sub-element (-1) in the final position. This type of internal
modification by (il) reappears later in the poem as does the
modification by two unidirectional elements (-1) (-1).
Stanza II Line: Pattern:
I 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1
II 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1
III 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1
IV 1111 1111
Lines I - II;
from 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 1
to 2 3 2 1 (-1) (+1) (-1) 0
2 3 2 1
51.
Shis is h similar type of pattern to the on© in stmm I, lines II - III:
two (-1) on® (+1). Her© it results in a reversal of the numerical
character of the pattern. She group 2 3 in line II, may perhaps
be regarded aa & repetition, vith a positional shift, of two elements:
2 3 m line I» but unless a sac re obvious repetition of this type
can be traced in the poem, the su^estion cannot foe insisted upon.
Lines II -Ills
Win »lmjiiWwwimLi.. I M' »,i ■ HillII
from 2 3 2 1
to 2 3 2 1
Exact Repetition not only of line-end markers but of the whole line
as a unit.
Lines III - IV:
from 2 3 2 x 2 3 2 1
to iiii (-1) (~iK-i) (-1) o
1111
fhree elements are changed as before, but this time the direction of
change is uniform for all elements with "consequent" extended change
(-1) (-1) for one of the elementss 3^1
Stanza 111 Line: Pattern;
I 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1 2 2 3 1
II 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 1
III 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2
IV 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
vA JM
52.
Lines I - lis
from 2231 2 2 3 1
to 3 2 2 1 (+1) 0 (-1) 0
Only two elements are changed, but the change is not unidirectional,
and it leads here to a positional shift; 22 3 1 + 3 2 2 1.
'fne deep structure similarity with the initial modification in
stanza I lies in the fact that both are changes by two elements;
while the first modification was unidirectional and consecutive, in
the second one the changes are in opposite directions and are
poaitionally separated.
The last but one element (as before in stanza. II, in an extended
versionJ is used to begin the next line; in addition, the preceding-
elements are repeated, with a positional direction change; from before
the element to after the element.
Lines II - III:
from 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 i
to 2 2 12 (-D 0 (-i; (+D
2 2 i 2
The same type of modification as in stanza Is two unidirectional
changes, on® in the opposite direction. Here we are dealing with
a sidft of three consecutive elements one position forward, 3 2 2 1
2212, but unlike the preceding shift, it does not produce a
pattern which sounds related.
53
Lines III - IVs
from 2 2 12







the same type of change as in the same stanza in line lis a change
by two elements in opposite directions. (This time it is contiguous).
Repetition as in stanza I lines 1 - II, but shifted from the last
two consecutive elements (Line-end Barker) to the first two
consecutive elements, affecting a different numerical set (3 1, in
stanza I; 2 2, in stanza III). In addition, there is a positional
reversal of the remaining elements though their numerical character
is kept identicals 12, 21 2212






2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
3 3 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
3 3 2 1
Liness I - II
II - III
Exact Repetition, reinforcing 2nd Basic Pattern
Lines; III - IV
from 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
to 3 3 2 1 (+1) (+l) 0 0
3 3 2 1
54.
A unidirectional change by two elements; the ame type of pattern
as in stanza I but with the direction reversed, and consequently the
numerical diameter reversed (3 3 2 2 in stanza I, 2 2 3 '
in stanza IV).
Identity of the last two consecutive elements (line-end markers),
exact repetition as in stanza I in the corresponding position, but
numerical value different} decreased by (-1), one sub-element, 3 1
2 1.




IV 2 *3 21 2321
lines I - II;
from 2 3 2 1
to 2 3 2 1
Exact repetition of the whole line as in the corresponding place in
stanza IV, but one repetition fewer, i.e. two repetitions instead of
three as in stanza IV.
Lines II - III;
from 2 3 2 1 2




Practically impossible to hear the relationships a complicated change
of two unidirectional elements, but on® extended (-1) (-1), to
comprise two sub-elements and a third element in opposite direction.
Lines III - IVt
from 112 2
to 2 3 2 1
The same principle applied in reverse direction, bringing a
repetition of the previous line.
Stanza VI Line: Pattern;
I 1111 1111
II 3331 3331
III 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2
IV 2231 2231
Lines I - II:
from 1111
to 3 3 3 1
The transitions may be better regarded as consisting of the Third
Basic pattern followed by first Basic pattern, rather than:
1111
(+iK+i) (+1K+1) (+iK+i) o
3 3 3 1
Lines II - III:
from 3331 3 3 3 1
to 3332 0 0 0 (+1)
3 3 3 2
56.
Modification of extension by one sub-element; the remaining elements
preserve their identity.
Lines III - IV;
from 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2
to 2 2 3 1 (-1) (-1) 0 (-D
2 2 3 1
The pattern is modified through a unidirectional change of three
elements involving a subtraction; two of the elements are consecutive.
Stanza VII Line: Pattern:
I 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1
II 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
III 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 1
IV 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 1
Lines I - II:
from 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 1
to 2 2 2 1 0 (-1) 0 0
2 2 2 1
The change here is by one sub-element only and involves a subtraction,
while the remaining elements preserve their identity and position.
The lines are reminiscent of the pattern combination in stanza I,
lines III - IV, except that the succession of patterns is presented in
reversed order and that the order within one pattern is reversed as well
(i from first position to last position: 1222-+222 l).
57.
Lines II - III:
from 2221 2 2 2 1
to 3 5 2 1 (+1) (+1) 0 0
3 3 2 1
The change from line II - III involves the familiar pattern of
unidirectional change (by addition here) of two elements with
unaltered identity and position of the two remaining elements.
An identical type of modification, with the direction reversed,
involving a subtraction, was employed at the very beginning of the
poem in the transition from line I to line II in stanza I:
I; I-II 3 3 3 1 VII; II-III 2 2 2 1
2231 3321
The same pattern combination; 2221 was used in stanza IV, lines
III, IV. 3321
Lines III - IV;
from 3 3 2 1
to 3 3 2 1
Exact repetition of tine whole line, similar to that in stanza V where
a slightly different pattern (2 3 2 1 ) is repeated in the first
two lines, whereas the repetition here takes place in the last two
lines.
58.





Lines I - II:
from 2 2 2 1
to 2 2 2 1
Exact repetition as in the previous cases of 2 3 2 1 and 3 3 2 1.
Lines II - III:
from 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1
to 3 3 2 2 (+D (+1) 0 (+1)
3 3 2 2
A unidirectional change involving three elements with a resulting
balanced pattern 3322 which is reminiscent of the pattern
1 1 2 2 in stanza V line III.
Lines III - IV:
from 3322 3 3 2 2
to 2 3 2 1 (-1) 0 0 (-1)
2 3 2 1
A unidirectional change by two sub-elements involving a subtraction;
the two middle elements remain unchanged. (The patterns can be
heard as related).
59.





Lines I - II;
from 3221 3 2 2 1
to 2 2 2 1 (-1) 0 0 0
2 2 2 1
A change by one aub-eleiaent only (subtraction), the remaining
elements preserving their identity and position.
Lines II - III:
from 2221 2 2 2 1
to 2 3 2 1 0 (+1) 0 0
2 3 2 1
A change by ozi© sub-element only (addition), partial repetition
involving Line-end Marker. As in many previous cases the element
preceding the last one is repeated at the beginning of the next line.
Lines III - IV:
fro® 2321 2 3 2 1
/\
to 1111 (-1) (-l)(-l) (-1) 0
1111
Hie transition here should perhaps be viewed as a return to the
third Basic pattern; though the complicated change is not altogether
unfamiliar. We had an example of this type of change, in fact an
6o
identical change involving the same numerical elements, in stanza
II lines ill - IV. The Third Basic pattern is certainly best
suited to be the ending pattern, giving a sense of completion and
finality.
Modifications: Structural Typolo^/.
I wish to summarize the numerical modifications affecting
the rhythmic movement by arranging them according to certain structural
principles, and grouping them into different "deep structure" types.
Change by one sub-element (~l):
(+1): stanza VI, line XII
from 3 3 3 1 (and(only theJ snow can be J gin to ex(plain
to 3 3 3 2 how(children arej apt to for(get to rejmember
stanza IX, line III
from 2221 ( summer ( autumn ( winter ( spring
to 2321 (reaped their(sowing and(went theirjcame
the first example of Mollification by one sub-element (expansion) is
reinforced by identical quantity pattern in both lines; the second
example lacks such reinforcement. The difference is readily
perceptible to the ear.
61.
(-1): stanza VII, line II
0 (-1) 0 0
from 2 3 2 1
to 2 2 2 1
stanza IX, line II
(-1) 000
from 3 2 2 1
to 2 2 2 1
J one day j anyone j died I ) guess
(and j noone j stooped to J kiss bisjface
{women ana{men (both{dang and [ ding)
{ summer j autumn j winter j spring
As in the preceding case, the first example shows reinforcement by
the quantity pattern, the second example lacks such support.
Change in two elements: (il) (*l); (+l) (~l) (*(-l) (+l) )
(-l)(-l)s stanza I, line II
(-1)(~1) 0 0
from 3331 {anyone) lived in a |pretty how j town
to 2231 (with] up so) floating) many bells) down
stanza VIII, line IV
(-1) 0 0 (-1)
from 3322 ]noone and j anyone) earth by j april
to 2321 {wish by [ spirit and | if by | yes
Reversed Polarity;
(+1) (+l)sstanza IV, line IV
(+1) (+1) 0 0
from 2 2 2 1
to 3 3 2 1
|bird by j snow and) stir by | still
|anyone's | any was ) all to j her
stanza VII, line III
(+l) (+1) 0 0
from 2 2 2 1 andj noone jstooped to Jkiss his(face
to 3 3 2 1 J busy folkj buried them(side byjside
1
These two examples are identical with respect to deep structure pattern,
2
positional arrangement of this pattern (surface structure) and
numerical realisation of the pattern (surface structure), but differ
with respect to quantity pattern inside some feet.
Contrastive Polarity:
(+l)(-l): stanza III, line IX
(+1) 0 (-1) 0
from 2231 jchildrenjguessed (butj only aj few
to 3221 and [down they forJgot asjup theyj grew
Same stanza, line I?
0 0 (+1) (-1)
from 2212 J autumn | winter j spring j summer
to 2221 that | noone |loved him j sore by j more
She quantity patterns are nearly identical, helping to reinforce the
modifications, yet the second example is less readily perceived as
reinforced than the first. This may be due to the positional
arrangement of the modifications, and to the fact that in the second
example the identity of the Line-end Barkers is disrupted as a result of
a numerical as well as a quantity change.
(-l)(+l): This pattern does not appear in the poem.
1. In terms of type of modification involved; here (+l)(+l).
2. Both consecutive, referring to the first two positions in the pattern.
63.
Change in three elements.
itei^irsctijQ^^cteaga. £on all let aIjmh&kl
(+1)(+1)(+1){ stanza VIII, line III
(+1) (+1) 0 (+1)
from 2221 andjmore by|more they|dream theirjsleep
to 3 3 2 2 |noone and j anyone j earth byjapril
Reverse pattern; (—1}(—l)(—1) is absent from the poem,
JUPidireciional„oh^ikie for two. slementSj.riiver^ed ^larity_fer_thG„third_
(-l)(-l)(+l); stanza I, line III
(-1) 0 (-1) (+1)
fro® 2 2 3 1 (withjup sojfloatingJmany bells j down
to 1 2 2 2 J spring j summer j autumn {winter
stanza II, line II
(-1) (+1) (-1) 0
from 3 2 3 1 women and jmen (both)little andj small)
to 2321 J cared for) anyone [not at | all
stanza III, line IV
(-1) 0 (-1) (+1)
from 3221 J autumn j winter j spring{ summer
to 2212 thatJnoonejloved him{more by| more
The only modification which allows the patterns to be perceived as
related is the one in the middle example, from stanza II. The
remaining examples exhibit the same deep structure pattern and the
64.
same surface positional pattern (though the surface numerical
patterns are different), but they do not induce the same ready
response. ffce reason could perhaps be sought in the positional
factor, or the number and combination of quantity patterns, or the
fact of having a •blurred* line-end marker as a result of modifications
in that area.






Change by four sub-elements (affecting only three elementsJ
ibiidij^ecticnal_chang« £or &11 elesentaj.
(-1) (-iK^l) (-l)i stanza. II, line 4
from 2321 theyj sowed their[isn't they)reaped their[same
to 1111 j sun j moon j stars j rain
stansa IX, line IV
(~i) i-iK-i) (~i) o
fro® 2 3 2 1 [reaped their[sowing and[went theirj case
to 1111 [ sun | soon j stars J rain
65
Unldlr£c^i£nal_chaii^e for three sub-£lementsx £evers£d_p£laidfor the
fourjth_sub=:el_ement:
(-1) (-l)(-l) (+l): stanza V, line III
(-1) (-lK^l) 0 (+1)
from 2321 jlaughed their|cryings and(did their)dance
to 1122 j(sleep|wake| hope and|then) they












All the above types of patterns display one feature in common, a
gradual change by one sub-element: from the simplest change by one
sub-element ^.whether contraction or expansion) through a change in
two elements ^with unidirectional or contrastive polarity) to a change
in three elements, either all unidirectional or partially
unidirectional with the third element displaying reversed polarity,
ana filially a complicated change in four elements; either
66.
unidirectional, or again a variant of the same pattern with the number
of unidirectional elements increased by one to comprise three elements,
and one element in the opposite direction.
Perceptually, the patterns differ depending on whether they are
reinforced by identical quantity patterns in the remaining unchanged
sections, and whether certain positions in the pattern favour the
impression of relatedness to the preceding pattern by not interfering
too much with a sense of repetition and parallelism.
.Quantitative ?-.edifications.
After dealing with numerical modifications X wish to examine the
quantity patterns which contribute to the rhythmic movement of the
peers. I shall first present the quantity patterns for the whole
poem and then discuss their various features.
1
Stanza Is 1 | j ^ J J j —
2 ! 1/^^sl - y\- s
3 j j j . j | ^ ^ j ^
4 \J I — v_y I J I —
1. For clarity of presentation, the final foot is not treated as
line-divided. Anacrusis is adopted to simplify the notation.
This does not appear to be aviolation of the actual pattern since
phonetically it tends to be J.. £ rather than J X in this
particular position.
67.
Stanza II: 1 I U w I v_y I U A~\ \_y I
2 1 — ^/ lwwwL W
5 V I — w I u A\w '— v_y I—
Stanza Ills 1 I AY /-> ! \y_y^ y I w
2 U I Ay m I v_y '—- I ^_y
3 IA\ \f~s yx I w lw —
4 0 IA~Y AA 1^^ ! vy I
Stanza IV; 1 j \y \ \_/ ! w I \y
2 U i I V_y i YA I Y_y
3 I — \j I — Y_A I — v_y I \y
4 Iwwulo A wl — Y_y I w
i i M i iStanza V: 1 | A\ A\ | U rs A | /"> A\ | ^ Yc(p^
2 I -v_y I W ay U ' — Y_y ' \j
3 | I I — w I — w
4 i vy i u ay ay ' v_y i w i d v £f\
Stanza VI: 1 | —\y i %y I x_y I \_y
2 u I u/A u i no I an rc\ I —ya
3 u I w AY u i AY m I A fin I AY ay







I I w w '—J
yy I ^ |^ I ^ I ^
t aw ^—sj ^—yj
II k \j i yj ^— yj ^—w
Stanza Villi 1 I—
^ 1— yj '— vJ '—yj
2 yJ \—yj '—\j ^—yj '—u
L^O ^ ^ C~\3




w J//^V u J-o
4 J-W -k,
69.
'Anyone lived...' - Foot Types: variation and repetition.












































































\jAil | m |/A m
f \ i |y r\
s~s r\ | ' v_^ 1 w
A A | — ^ | \J
u r\\j | | —
m r\\j |u r\KJ I — \j
LT\I) luuw v.j
i *™- \j 1y /a UI'—
v r\\j\ — \j I —- w






u Iua\u i — i™v§
Sixteen lines out of the total of 36 are repetitions of an entire
line. Two stanzas do not contain any repeated lines, two
stanzas have three repetitions each, the remaining stanzas two
repetitions each.
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HHBi
\ir\ vyl— kj iu^wi—^
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r\r^\— \j \^>rw> I—w
^ m I — \j I— \j I—
o ^ | A-\ o | | \j —
s~~\r\ |/—n i — v_y
V J I \J I
—
kj \— yJI— I —1
^o|u^\vy|^r> I \J

















I shall now divide the repetitive quailtity patterns (thus
excluding patterns occurring only once like 3322, 1222,
2212, 1122) into four main groups and will then
proceed to discuss their characteristic features. The first two
groups consist of the two basic patterns (since the third one, being
monosyllabic, does not enter into consideration here) : First Basic
pattern 3331 and Second Basic pattern 2221. The
remaining two groups are mixed, one containing two 3-syllable
occurrences, and the other two 2-syilable occurrences.
Group I: First Basic pattern 3331.
Stanza Ij line 1 wvyvy| m | u kj |
anyone |lived in a(pretty howj town
Stanza VI; line 2 V vy /~wj | ^ fn j r\ m j —\j
(and only the(snow can be(gin to ex(plain
But 3 CMw\
li ■J r\ [) | n m | r\ c(\ \ r\ r\
Stanza VI;line 3 how children are|apt to for(get to re(member
Observations:
Only two occurrences of this pattern can be found in the poem. They
have only one quantity pattern in common in their corresponding
second foot: Tl
76.
Group II: Second Basic pattern 2221.
Stanza III; line 4
Stanza IV; line 1
Stanza VII; line 2
Stanza VIII; line 1





^ ''A) ^ /~\ | KJ j \J
noone|loved him(more byj more
— | — vy | — vy |—^
when by (now and |tree byj leaf
— \j I — vy | — \J \
laughed. Ma (joy she j cried Ms (grief
vy I vy vy I ■^y
bird by jsnow and)stir by j still
"-n — vy | — vy j —\y
noone jstooped tojkiss hisj face
vy | vy vy I -vj
all by jail and jdeep by j deep
vy I — vy I vy -vy
more by|more they(dream their) sleep
vy | /~\/-\| —vy
summer) autumn|winter| spring
Observations:
(i) several lines contain one type of quantity pattern for all
three 2-syllable feet. TMs type is the quantity pattern
wMeh occurs with word division: j ^ j The fact that
this particular pattern is most frequent is to be regarded as
linguistically determined rather than the result of a special
preference over the remaining options.
77.
(ii) all three possible quantity patterns for 2-syliable feet
are never found in one line.
(iii) two out of three 2-syllable feet contain the same pattern
in one line.
Ad i) U| U| j
Ad iii) r\ r\j









Group III, Kixed; two three-syllable feet in the pattern
V S~\\J\ — \-J I K) r\Kj . \JStanza II; line 1
Stanza IV; line 4
Stanza VII; line 3
Women and(men (both|little and| small)
*^y V_y^ U flO-j ~ Vj j \J
anyone's j any was] all to| her
vy j — v_y j
busy folk|buried them|side by | side
U/^vVyj U j Oj
little byj little and) was byj was
Observations:
(i) tivo pairs of lines contain the same pattern, but modified
position&lly






luy^vy \\j r\\j | — vy
\\J\JW\U r\KJ\~ \J
|u ^vy \\s\j\J |—vy





\J Stanza IV, 4.
"\y Stanza VII, 3.
Group IV. Mixed; two two-syllable feet in the pattern.








Stanza V, line 1
|u \J | ^
up ao |floating [many belle j down
~~
vy |u r\U | — w | —vy
sang iiis| didn't hej danced his} did
—
vy jvyvyy j — vy I—vy
cared for | anyone) not at | all
—
vy |u^W|—vy j—\J
sowed their jisn't they|reaped their) same
| — vy |unO ) —\J
children [guessed (but | only a| few)
y^ m |— vy j— vy |—vy
down they for(got as | up they) grew
A r\ ju/Avy \r~\ r\ }—U
someones (married their | everyones
—
vy ivy yv u ) — vy )—u
laughed their |cryings and) did their) dance
V:
Stanza V, line 4




Stanza IX, line 1
I W 1 - \_>
said theirjnevers they(slept theirjdream
^ \ \ ~\ j "\ J 1 ~\J
up so j floatingj many bellsj down
p-% r\ | —V
one day janyonej died I j guess
— |u rs \j I — kj i —kj
wish by (spirit and(if by j yes
v r\\y i — \y j — \J \—\j
Women and ( men (bothj dong andj dingj
— I u I—\y I—o
reaped their (sowing andj went their) cats©
Observations;
(i) all line patterns except two have the same quantity pattern
for tlx© two 2-syliable feet
(ii) ail occurrences of j — \ j quantity pattern have the same
pattern in the other 2-syllable foot, though with varying
positional arrang@»#nt
(iii) several lines have the saaie quantity pattern throughout
(ivj the lines can have; (a) the same quantity pattern in both 2-
syliable feet (same position; with varying pattern in the
3-ayllabi© foot
(b) the same quantity pat rem for the ^-syllable foot in each
line, but different types in the respective lines for the two
(same quantity pattern) 2-syllable feet
80.
(c) the two exceptional cases with different patterns for the
two 2-syllable feet in the line show a degree of relationship:
both have the same quantity patterns in their respective
2-syliable feet, and differ in the patterns for their 3-
syllable feet. In addition, the two 2-syllable feet are
modified positionally
Ad (i)













Exceptions: Stanza III, line 1
VII, 1
Ad (ii): Same Positional arrangement of the two 2-syllable feet
Positions I and III





—w |u r\\j i — W
sang his|didn't he[danced hisj did
—
W I Vjl — \J 1 \S
cared forj anyone j not at | all
—
^ \\) rwj I—w i—h_
sowed their|isn't they [reaped their| same
ei.
dtanza V, line 2
4
Stanza VIII,line 4
Stanza IX, line 3
Positions II and III
Stanza III, line 2
and
Stanza IX, line 1
Ad (iii)
Stanza I, line 2
VI, 4 with






vy ! vy mu | — vy j—vy
laughed their|cryings and| did their) dance
— |o r\ vy I ~ vy ! —vy
said their |nevers and jslept their) dream
—
vy I u vy j~ vy | —\y
wish by| spirit and| if by | yes
—
vy i vym u 1 — v_y |—kj
reaped theirj sowing and| went their) came
/-N m j~u|-w | —vy
down they for(got as j up they) grew
my i ~~ vy I — vy I —v7
Women and j men(both (dong and ) ding)
m r\ j U r~\ \J )
up so ) floating) many bells) down
— vy I u .rw i — vy I —vy
sang his| didn't he| danced his) did
— \J I V) r\\j I ~~ vy I ^
sowed their) isn't they(reaped theirj same
—
vy I o m yy I — vy I —vy
said theirjnevers they(slept their) dream
83.
Stanza VIII, line 4
Stanza V, line 2
Stanza IX, line 3
Ad (iv)
(a)
Stanza 1, line 4
Stanza II,line 3
Stanza V, line 4
(also VIII; 4)
Stanza V, line 2
(also IX; 3)
Stanza II, line 2
I— |l) h~\ i — vJ j—^
|wish by | spirit and j if byj yes
I — w rwi |—w | w
jlaughed theirjcryings and j did their) dance
j— j U )— \J j—\J
jreaped their) sowing and(went their) came
I — I U \W I — \y | —v.
he jeang his) didn't he(danced his) did
I — (U /A
they jsowed their) isn't they
i — W I U^
)said theirjnevers they
jwish by (spirit and
I — W I \J r\ U
(laughed their)cryings and
(reaped their j sowing and
I — \J luhyhy) —\J


















Stanza III, line 1
Stanza VII, line 1
r\ j \) r\ \y
soiaeonee | married their j every (ones
—
\j | — w |—\j
said their| nevere they)slept their j dream
sang his | didn't hej danced hisj did
sowed their j isn't they) reaped thaizj same
wish by | spirit and j if by | yes
^ /"~n J — j r\ v) | —-v_
children | guessed (but) only a j few)
'""■N r~\ j \J
one day j anyone | died I ) guess
io sum up, in all four groups repetition of quantity pattern throughout
the whole line never occurs with all three 3-syllable feet, the First
Basic pattern. There are a few examples of complete repetition
with all three two-syllable feet, the Second Basic pattern, but only
when these feet are filled with one particular quantity pattern | |
(IV, 1, 2, 3; VIII, 1, 2).
In the mixed group with two 2-syliable feet, the repetition occurs between
stanzas:
8£.
i,2j vi, 4: u | r\ r\ | r\ r\\ u/^vjj
I,4» III, 3; V,4j VIII,4i V| |U/^Wl— I
v.2; IX. 3i j —^ \urw)\ — \J I
8?.
Rhythmic Movement
Modifications within stanzas; line progression.
Stanza I
This stanza is constructed on the principle of a change by not less
than two numerical elements at a time, with the simultaneous
appearance of two feet of identical quantity pattern. I will refer
to this in the future as IQP. Thus the drastic change by two elements
(which affects on© sub-element in each two elements in the pattern) is
balanced by a repetition of quantity pattern in the remaining two feet.
This principle applies to every single line in the stanza: every line
is related to the previous line through these typological changes,
though their surface (Quantity) realizations may (and ought to J) vary.
In addition, a third numerical modification appears in the Line-end
Marker of the remaining lines in the stanza.
Lines 1-2: (0 (U r\ KJ j ~\J
| ^ r\ I r~\ r\ | u r\VJ j ~~\J
Repetition is reserved for the Line-end Marker thus emphasising and
delimiting the line as a structural unit.
The first two feet undergo a numerical change by two elements (-1) (-l)
to give two 2-syllable feet in the corresponding position. The
abrupt numerical change is highlighted by a repetition of quantity
pattern in both new feet j /"\ j /-~\ /-n |. This makes the
modification stand out more than would have been the case if one foot
had also undergone a quantity change, in addition to the numerical
change. This can be easily tested by pronouncing one of the feet
86.
with a different quantity pattern e.g. j — j :
u j \ywwi /^n m jy nwi ~\j
! — \j i r\ i u r> vji —\j
had the numerical charge not taken place in the way it did, and if
the first two feet had kept their '^syllable numerical scheme while
only one foot h«d undergone a numerical change, the auditory effect
would have beau less remarkable. To appreciate this, it is enough
to alter the syntactic arr&ii&ereent in line 2 so as to get Standard
jyigiiah syntax: *with bo many bells floating up and down'. The
rhythmic consequence of such a rearrangement is absolute ruin i
IvJwvyi A m iu W i —\j
u j u kju i r\ m I — vj I —kj
Lines 2 - 3t
~~ ~ I ^ r\ | r\ ! u r\ vj i~w
i \J ! \j I r\ ia r\
Repetition of the two identical feet takes place here, but wit}: a
positional shift; the two feet j^ |^ ^ j now appearing in the
Line-end Marker. Numerical change by 2 elements is non-contiguous
(-1) ... (-1). Ad<litionul extension takes place within the final
foot of the Line-end Marxer (+l). Also the Quantity Pattern is changed
within tie numerically unaltered foot.
Lines "j - 4:
I \J i Kj — i s~\ / \ ! / n
i — i u r\Kj i — u • —\J
8?.
:>uraer_cal change by 2 elements is non-eon tiguoua but the direction
change is reversed (+l) ... (+1). The additional extension in the
final foot of the Line-end Marker is reversed to give a contraction
i,-l). Again the quantity pattern is changed in the numerically
unaltered foot.
tiepetition; a modified repetition of the pattern in the previous
Line-enu Marker
j w —> ju r\ w j— w | —kj
the inserted foot having the sa&e pattern as the other disyllabic
foot in the iine, thus constituting aa identity pair as before.
Stanza II
The stanza starts with a numerical reversal of the last line in the
preceding stanza, keeping the corresponding quantity patterns intact
a *?kilful linking device.
Aepetition: two feet with identical quantity pattern, this time 3-
syilabia feet in non—contiguous positions. One of the feet belongs
to the Line-end Marker, which is an exact repetition of tie Line-end
Marker in I: 1, 2 - a further link with the preceding stanza.
Lines 1-2: 1(11
lu r-\ w I w ! u r\ w I \j
I — u iuuul — \j I —w
Numerical Heveraal appears here again: ^-syllable feet "become" ?-
syllable feet; the 2-syllabl© foot "becomes" a J-syllable foot. This
involves the complicated (-1) (+l) (-1) scheme discussed earlier.
As in the preceding case, the single different foot |—^ j becomes
8&«
one oi' the pair of Identical Quantity patterns. The only difference to
be founa is in the quantity pattern within the 3~syliable foot; if this
had remained unmodified, the line would Jiave been an exact repetition of
the previous line (line 4, stanza I).
Lines 2-j; . , . .I yj —\J I —yj
I — w i o n \j I — yj ! —yj
Here the repetition mentioned above is finally achieved, but only after
nearly a cycle of changes. In the transition fro® lines 2-3 the
pair of IQP feet is repeated, its positional arrangement is repeated,
and only the quantity pattern in the ""—syllable foot is altered!
i y^y^yj ! -> lu rN VJ i
In addition to these repetitions, the Line-end Markers show exact
repetition.
Unas 3-4; I t i !
'— ' U rwj' — w '—yj
An abrupt change into a monosyllabic line involving a complicated
scheme (-1J (-1) (-1) (-1; produces a rather arresting effect, which
is reminiscent of the impact of the first decisive modification
(-1) (-1J in Stanza I.
Stanza III
lines 1 — 2t I I i iI —yj '\jr>0 —yj
U \r\ m I yj i— yj I—
The initial line is reminiscent of the initial line in the preceding
stanza. It has been obtained as a result of two changes: one numerical (-1)
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anu one jniatitative, but it retains as such of the positional
correspondence as possible:
iu |— w junu i—<j nji
r\ I— \J jUf^U i—W III;1
One foot retains both the humerical and Quantity patterns,
bote, too, that this time all feet in the line are different with
regard to their quantity as they were in the first line of the poem.
This feature will be repeated, more than once in the cotJtrse of the
sjoea.
Lines 1-2 return to the change by two elements (+l) (-1) with
simultaneous retention of one quantity pattern for two feet. We
are by now familiar with this type of change.
Unes 2-5; | (Y1 | — lO | KJ | \J
1^^ P~N r\ |—vy |U —
Line 3 is a repetition of line 3 in Btmza I but 'with a positional
shift of two identical feet at a time:
i—kj lw — IfN r~s r\ '
\^\ r\ \ i—w —■ nis3
It happens to be one of the Refrain lines with its lexical content
retained. The transition from lines 2 - 3 is more of a disjunctive
device than a linking one. The complicated (-1) ... (-1J(+1) scheme
takes place in the corresponding positions. However, if one allows
for positional shifts, the whole pattern differs by one syllable
only, in the transition from the "5-syllable foot into a 2-syllable
foot. The familiar type of two identical quantity feet is repeated
here again.
9€.
Lines 3-4: J y"N /""> j r~\ | \J jVy ~~
\j\r\ r\ \s~\r\ j— w I—w
After a rather disjunctive pattern an emphatic repetition takes
place: the two IQP feet retain their quantity and their place in the





become the culminating point for repetition. Not merely two feet have
an identical quantity pattern, but this identity marker is also
extended to the third foot. Further, this repetition is not
limited to the internal structure of the line: it is extended to
three consecutive lines in the stanza. In addition, all the lines
end in a monosyllabic foot, and consequently have exactly the same
rhythmic structure.
Lines 3-4: | w | \j j \_y
I—W
The regular change by two elements returns with the direction change
showing reversed polarity (+l) (+1).
Two different quantity feet appear instead of the usual IQf pair.







Lines 1-2: j/-\ |u W j k~\ |—yj
I— w \kj r\ u I— w 1—vy
We return to the pair of identical quantity feet of the non-contiguous
type. The pattern i3 reminiscent of that in stanza II line 3:
| | u /—^ \_j j \j j—Jn the transition from
lines 1-2 the change by two elements refers to a quantity change
ojily; one different quantity pattern is substituted for the previous
pattern in the IQP pair of feet. Its position is retained, ensuring
a sense of repetition. 'The other different quantity pattern is
introduced in the 3-syllable foot.
Lines 2 - '3: j jw r~\ u j— KJ |~\J
I ~\J I \j i— vy I W
jhe transition here is one of the sharp disjunctive type, involving
the complicated scheme (-l) C^lX-vT) (+1). This results in a pair
of identical feet, both monosyllabic and therefore emphatic in that
position.
lines } -__4: j w | w |— u | yj
I—w lu n\\j I—kj i—o
The same change takes place in (+)...(-) direction, so as to return
to the previous pattern. (The pattern of Line 2 is repeated, but
with one quantity change in the 3-syliable foot). The usual IQP
pair retains its identity, with a shift in position.
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Stanza VI
Lines 1-2: J j | — . y | —, j
u i \j r\ u | r\ m lorn I —kj
Line I is a lexical repetition of an earlier line (II,4) but with a
positional shift by two elements. This fact is concealed in the
monosyllabic structure and is orijy revealed on the lexical level.
In the transition from lines 1-2 the change is perhaps the
culminating one of the disjunctive type: OhlX+1)(+l) (+1~)(*^0(+3^).
As usual there is the IQP pair to balance it; and since all the
feet are 3-syilable feet, the pair tids time is a 3-syllable pair.
One point should be mentioned in connection with the apparent
aisjunction: the two lines represent two different basic patterns
which have been brought together on this occasion, 3331 and
1111.
Lines 2 - 3: 1/ I UI A ih I ^ (Ti I
y I wnu| rh ^ | rr\ i r\
As ixi the preceding stanza, after a drastic disjunctive change there
is a return to repetition with only one quantity element changed.
The repetition is extended to all three feet (two of which are IQP),
and the change (+l) to the final foot of the Line-end Marker.
ianeaj_^_4: i^lTl I
u I r~\ r\ \ r\ r\ \ u r\^\ —\J
Here there is a return to the numerical change by 2 contiguous elements
(-lj(-l). In fact it is a lexical repetition of the first modified
pattern (l;2J. The third foot does not repeat the quantity pattern
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of the preceding line.
Stanaa VII
bines 1-2:
i o \ ! ./ vj A — j i —
J | r\ A j — J j - J j - /
I'he first line is rel, t>> to the last line of the preceding; stanza
by & positional shift widch takes ,,-lace on the numerical level, «i ti¬
the 2-syllable feet t&Mng up non-ccntigtams positions. The
disjunctive ty^-e is present in so far lis all fe-rt are different.
VPrevious parallel Vs11 ijo,0£&01 i !»§? have enh&usW the following
possibilitiesj
VJ1 I ^ A I u <'W 1 ^ ^ i —>J
| — / I J r\ VJ i — y I - - -u
V;2 j j j | — w ; >.
The transition iruo. a disjunctive line involves a strongs* roll;jn.ee
on repetition, as was tl-e case An previous occasions in similar
circumstances. The psir is now introduced through only one (-l)
numerical change. The first foot retains its identity. Owing to
tl:e position of the I<*P pair a repetition is also secured in the bine-
em! r-larker.
tea,,,,? -,.Ji V i ; \ i — J j — \J ! —■ y
i v J! V y! — I — ■
ke see here a return to the numerical clause by 2 elements (direction
altered to+y ana a reuetition of the bine-end Marker. the I^P pair
Is Bisaiiig fro® the pattern, alt feet are different. It is in fact
as closely related to line 1 as possible with a repetition throughout,
except for one extended foot.
| ^ w l/ Uj xj j \J Villi
i u r\ xj\ xj xj t7i — \j i —v_y viij3
j u rwj v^vy^j — xj j
I u r\xJ\ u rwj \ — xj |
The lijf pair returns in line 4 through one quantity change only, and
there is a repetition of the Line-end Barker.
Stanza VIII
mfisfijlzji* i — \j I — \j I — \j I —\j
ui — xJ f — \J I — xj i ^
Whole line repetition (cf. previous occurrence cf the aa®@ quantity
type and the saise line treatment in stanza IV).
Lines 2 - 3s V/| — xj \ — U i xj i xj
| ^ oui xj xj ^ — xj \ r\ r\
A change by three elements in the "+w direction, cOMpriefng two contiguous
elements. Tl.ere is no IQJP pair in this transition, all feet are
different with respect to quantity.
M&mJLzJts I \j r\ \ji \j \j \J — xj I r~^ r\
I — vyI vi r\vJ — v_y i —^
There is a return to the IOP pair. The nsmerieal change by two elements
is non-contiguous, and there is one quantity change within the three-





&mJLr.JL< f u r\ \j i — \j i — 1 —kj
\ ^ \ r\r\ \ r\ r\ \ v_y
(The first line repeats the numerical character of the last line of
stansa VIII but with a positional shift, the 10? pair now appearing
in contiguous positions).
In the transition fro& lines 1-2, the IOP pair retains its position,
but has its quantity altered. There is also a numerical ctuaum by
IzLLl
MMtJLzJI* I yJ j s~\ ^ I ^ r\ i kJ
I — \J \ lj r\\i \ ~ vj j—\j
The mergence of a new IQ? pair through two Quantity chflngggt and one
numerical chaste (+1).
ir.j* I — w iuni/1 — \J I —\J
The complicated change (-l) (-1) is exactly the same as in
atanaa IIj 3-4, only the quantity in the ^-syllable foot is different
here, but the IQP pair repeats the previous (110) pattern.
. 9?.
SELECTED MODIFICATIONS
After dealing with the overall numerical and quantitative
changes, I should like to select a few kinds of modifications for
special attention. The first series concerns the modifications
involved in the transition from lines1-2 at the very beginning of
the poem. Auditorily, these lines are very effective. What makes
them so?
Let us consider several possible combinations which can be obtained
by re-ordering the lexical items within these lines and consequently
the rhythmic patterns:
the original versions |anyone | lived in a |pretty how j town
with j up so | floating j many bells | down
The striking eflect of the poem is usually attributed to its deviant
grammar and in all probability these two lines wonla be used as a
proof. Indeed, if we take the corresponding Standard English structure
and add, of necessity, the conjunction 'and', we obtain the line:
With J so many j bells floating j up and j down
This, coupled with the first line of the poem, produces a disastrous
effect:
(l) j anyone | lived in a j pretty how | town
with j so many | bells floating) up and j down
The 'deviant grammar' approach scores an apparent victory here. I
should like to contend however that it is not the deviant grammar which
makes these lines so remarkably effective, but particular types of
rhytlmoic modifications which relate the two lines. To prove this,
let us keep the 'deviant grammar', but re-arrange some of the constituents:
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(2) janyone j lived in a | pretty how j town
With j many bells j down j up so j floating
or
Oj | anyone | lived in a | pretty how | town
With j down J many bells | up so j floating
or
(4) |anyone j lived in a j pretty how J town
with | down j up so | floating j many bells
The fact that they sound so unsatiafactoiy can only be explained
through an unsuccessful rhythmic grouping. (l shall return to this
point presently and discuss it in greater detail). Yet more
satisfying results can be obtained within the 'deviant grammar* if
we use rhythmic modifications in a more skilful, principled way.
Let us examine two such examples ancl the differences between them:
(5) | anyone j lived in a j pretty how | town
With j floating j many bells | up so | down
(6) a less satisfactory combination:
j anyone j lived in a j pretty how J town
With j floating j up so j down many j bells
Lastly, let us return to the original version:
j anyone j lived in a j pretty how | town
With j up so | floating [ many bells | down
Referring to variation No. 6, it can be seen that the rhythmic pattern
has been modified so as to interchange the positions of the first two
feet and to replace 'down' with 'bells' in the final foot, in addition
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to a minor re-ordering of quantity pattern within the last but one foot.
However, all these changes did not affect the numerical pattern of the
line since it still shows the same arrangement: 2 2 31. The
significant difference lies in the fact that rhyme has been withdrawn
from use as a linking device. Previously, we had 'town1 and •down'
delimiting the lines as rhythmic units, now we have the non-rhyming
♦town' and 'bells' with the overall auditory effect visibly impaired.
Variation Jio. 5 proves to be more satisfactory in that it retains the
rhyme, though it changes the positional arrangement of the two- and
three-syllable feet from a contiguous position for the two-syllable
feet, to a non-contiguous position. This arrangement, however, is
well within the 'rhythmic grammar' ^ of the poem as many later lines
prove. Comparing variations hos. 3 and 6. it appears that a quantity
change and the disappearance of rhyme within a numerically Identical
Line-end Marker disturb perception more than a numerical change which
leaves the final monosyllabic foot with its rhyme unaltered. This
does not mean that rhyme is always an indispensable prerequisite.
The same delimiting effect can be secured through an exact repetition
of the quantity pattern in both feet of the Line-end Marker, which is
what Eliot did in the first two lines of 'Death by Water' (The Waste
Lana, part IV):
1. Similarly, another variation With] many bells |floating]up so] down
is acceptable on the saiae grounds
9B,
a | fortnight j dead | A j ' |—| a
and the j deep sea | swell j a I' /">V I —vV j
which are contained in: 'Phlebaa the Phoenician, a fortnight dead,
Forgot the cry of gulls, and the deep sea swell,
And the profit and loss. '
Variation No. 4 is unsatisfactory because it contains too many
numerical modifications in addition to the disappearance of rhyme,
every single foot in the pattern has undergone a modification, some
even a double numerical modification
j anyone j lived in a j pretty how | town 3331
with | down j up so | floating | many bells 1223
so as to give the following formula: (^^l)(-i~5 (-1) (-1) (+lT(^)
Although there is a gradual progression in terms of number of syllables
per foot, from 1 to 3, the progression is in the wrong direction; it
increases the number of syllables in the Line-end Marker up to 3
syllables in the final foot instead of aiming at the usual monosyllabic
marker, or at best a 2-syllable final foot. The last point brings
us to the next series of variations, Los.2 and "3. Here we have a
2-syllable final foot, but also rather a large number of other changes:
(3) | anyone | lived in a j pretty row j town 3331
with | down j many bells | up so | floating 1322
with a quantity change within the corresponding three syllable foot:
| /-a h-\| > | m a! (i shall refer to it as q), in addition to
the numerical change expressed by the following formula: ("^Tj'O-l").. .l. (-l) (+l).
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A slightly less modified pattern, with only one (-l) at the
beginning of the line, but with the remaining changes of the same
type, appears in the next, 3rd line, in the same first stanza in the
poem and fails to be perceived as related rhythmically to the
preceding line:
With | up so | floating j many bells j down 2 2 3 1
j Spring | summer | autumn j winter 1222
The Quantity change here is from j r~\ | to | \_y | } the
numerical change formula: (-l) ..h. (-l)(+l).
hxactly the same formula: (-l) ..t*. (-l)(+l) applies to another
transition with a di-syllabio final foot, where the two lines are no
longer perceived as related:
Stanza III, 2-3
and j down they forjgot as j up trey j grew 3221
j autumn | winter J spring | summer 2 2 1 2
There is another example which does not sound related because too
many changes have taken place earlier on in the line, in addition
to one numeric;! change in the Line-end Marker:
Stanza V, 2-3
| laughed their | cryings andj did theirj dance 2321
j (sleep J wake J hope and j then J they 112 2
The numerical change formula involves four changes: (-1) ... (+1)
The only time when a line-end Marker with a 2-syllable final foot
sounded closely related xo the preceding line was when this extension
from a monosyllabic to a di-syllabic foot happened to be the only
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modification in the pattern. Only then was the chjuige readily
accepted by the ear:
Stanza VI, 2-3
(and | only the | snow can bejgin to exjplain 3331
how j children are | apt to for]get to rejmember 3332
Returning to variations Hcs. 3 and 2, we see that exactly
the same number of changes as in variation No. 3 has taken place in
variation Mo. 2 though in a slightly different order:
(^K^) (-i) (+i)
As for the difference between the original version and variation No.1
there are two non-contiguous changes in variation No.l: a quantity
change in the fiegl foot j ^ j rri | and a numerical change
in the first foot of the Line-end Farker. Since the pattern has
not yet had a sufficient time to establish a particular expectancy
in the mind of the listener, the changes have a disorientating
effect. This is avoided in the original version where the Line-end
Karker is kept strictly identical, and the two numerical changes are
introduced at the very beginning, but with the same quantity pattern
in both \r~\ ^ ^ | :
| anyone J lived in a | pretty how | town 3331
with j up so J floating | many bells j down 2231
This change by two elements (involving one 8ub-elemf?nt in each of
two feet) is not random or accidental. In fact it is a characteristic
feature of the poem, though very often accompanied by an additional change.
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The pattern 2231 introduced in the line "with up so floating
many bells down" is a productive pattern. It undergoes all possible
modifications within the first three positions, all of which are used
in the poem;
2 2 3 1
2 3 2 1
3 2 2 1
Pattern 2 3 2 1 is the highest frequency pattern in this group.
It is related to another pattern 3231 through Reversal, a
principle used on other levels in the poem. It involves two (again
two J) changes;
1) the substitution of a 3-syliable for each 2~syliable foot, keeping
an IQP pair in each case
4-
ii) the substitution of a 2-syllnble for the 3-sylJ.able foot in the
pattern which is being subjected to Reversal (cf. stanzas 1,4 -
II, 1; II, 1 -II, 3;)-
The technique of Reversal need not imply solely a numerical reversal;
the term is equally applicable to quantitative changes which are
accompanied by a suitable positional shift as in the following example;
stanza IV, 4 luwvlo Awl w w
vll> 5 lu r\ kj i— w !—
Pattern 3231 which web mentioned above, is related through a
1
Positional change to pattern 3321.
1. This pattern is in turn related to 2 2 3 1 through a numerical
Reversal (i)
This pattern may appear to constitute an obstacle to our generalisation
about the change by two elements since it lowka as if it had been
derived from 3331 through only one change (-1). I should
like to suggest here that it could be regarded not as derived from
3 3 3 1 in the obvious way by one change, but rather as derived
from a different base (the second basic pattern 2221) through
the same type of change (by two elements) but in the opposite, upward
direction (+l) (+1). If this is so, then the first occurrence of
tiiis pattern ( 3 3 2 1 ) should take place in a stanza with a
prevailing number of 2-syllable feet, preferably near a 2 2 2 1
pattern.
Indeeds if we examine the consecutive lines in the poem in
search of such an occurrence, we meet it for the first time in stanza
IV, where it is preceded by three consecutive lines containing the second
basic pattern 2221. The triple repetition here is a
sufficient announcement of the transition into the new thematic (in the
rhythmic sense) pattern. The patterns that follow should prove to be
a selection of patterns derived from the first basic pattern: 3331
->2231"^2321-> 322 1; and of patterns derived
from the second basic pattern: 2221"*" 3321; as well as
an occasional return to each of the three basic patterns. In fact,
this is what happens in the subsequent stanzas in the poem, except
that one of the modifications from 3 3 3 1 is given greater
prominence through frequent repetitions, while modifications from
pattern 2221 are restricted to one type only 3 3 2 1 in
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this section (the other type 3231 appearing in the earlier
section of the poem through numerical reversal 1,4 - 11,1 and type
2331 missing altogether).
If the typological principle of a change by two elements is
as basic to the verse structure in this poem as I am suggesting, and
if my analysis positing an unexpected "derivational history" for
pattern 3 3 2 1 is correct, then we should expect to find that
this principle operates on the third basic pattern as well.
In stanza V, we come across the pattern 1122 which can be
regarded as a pattern derived from the third basic pattern 1111
through a change by two elements in the upward (+) direction. No
other direction was possible here since the alternative would result
in 0.
Although the change by two elements appears to be basic to
the poem, it is legitimate to expect also a few changes by one
element only, whether numerical or quantitative; especially after
the 2-syilable base (2221) has been reached. This is
indeed what happens in the poem in the transition from lines 2 - 3 in
stanza VI: (+l); in stanza VII, lines 1-2 (-l); same stanza, lines
3-4 (Quantity change); the remaining changes being by at least two
elements. Examples of a single change are:
Stanza VI, 2 - 3 | r\ U | Hi | A .11
j r\ u | r\ m | r\ /n
Stanza VII, 1-2 | ^ f~\ | Qy W uJ | —
( ^ ^ |— O | — W
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Stanza VII, 5-4 | U C\ KJ | \J \J \J | — \j j \J
lu C\\j \\j r\\j\ — \y !—\j
There ia only one example of tilla last type of change (one quantity
change only) earlier in the poem: in stanza II, lines 2-3
I — \j \\j \j\j \ — \j i—\J
I — w \[) r\\j \ ~~ \J t—KJ
Cummings, however, tends to avoid such simple changes and gives greater
preference to changes by two elements, whether quantitative or
numerical, as shown below:
(a) quantitative change by two elements:
stanza V, 1 I A | U AU i A O | \J
v. 2 l-o luny I- o I
(b) numerical change by two elements:
atanisa III, 1 | r~~\ r~~\ | — u i U I —~\J
III, 2 |^ m | — KJ|— V7 I —^
Further, lie manipulates the two types of change in a skilful way so
as to produce delayed response effects by preceding the closely
related pattern with one which has undergone modification twice, e.g
Stanza V, 1 | f\ /A i U C\\J ! A\ | —\j
2 I — i kj r\ u I — u I —u
4 I — vy I u aw I — \j I —^
where lines 1 and 2 are related through two quantity changes while
lines 1 and 4 are related through only one quantity change.
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Equally skilful is Ms aaMpulatlon of 'disjunctive' patterns
so us to produce enough contrasts to balance the repetitive effects,
e.g. the way in which the last line in stanza II is juxtaposed with
the repetitive lines that precede it in this stanza:
1 i i I ■-> »J
* ' — .J' J-A.— \J ' v
3 i»l - -..,1 jrvJ - ^
l-^lj
Parallelism can be seen in the application of this type of contrast in
the last two lines of the last stanza:
Ix-5 I '1 ^ i • A ,■ »
< I
_ I l i
A reversed arrangement can be noticed in the first two lines of stanza VI:
VI, 1 ! I j j1
_y 1 -v.y 1 J 1 - j
Z ' \j r\ ^ ,n A ' ^
There are other examples of the mm type, but the above should
by now be sufficient illustration of the sore specific features of
euwing's technique.
10?.
Rhythmic patterning in relation to
_ intonation curve.
I believe intonation to act on the rhythmic pattern in
a way similar to phrasing in music. It is a supra-strueture, not
a primary one.
It would be highly arbitrary to discuss the rhythmic
patterns of this poem in relation to its intonation, described in
terms of pitch levels, tones or tunes. This would be an
unwarranted generalization of the pitch patterns of one accent of
English to others where different pitch patterns may obtain in the
corresponding places. The only secure way is to consider the
domain of intonation, as this is not likely to vary from accent to
accent, though, even here, it is sometimes possible to have two
alternatives: either one or two contours per line.
This would be evident in constructions with the conjunction
"and" for example, where the conjunction can be taken in either a
linking or non-linking sense. In this poem, "and" is used to
juxtapose rather than to link two ideas, therefore two contours per
line are more frequent.
Two alternatives are also possible before adjuncts or
modifiers as, for instance, in stanza I, line 1 which can be read
with a continuous contour or with two intonation contours.
'Two contours may also be used in order to separate adjuncts
from other constituents as in line 2 in the same stanza, lines 1, 2
in stanza II, and line 2 in stanza VIII.
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Certain collocations may also have the effect of producing
two contours per line which are optional, as in stanza I, 3 or II, 4.
Two contours per line are also possible before major
syntactic breaks e.g. between VP and HP immediately dominated by
the initial symbol 3 of the entire phrase-marker as in stanza VI, 2
and IV, 4.
This is not the case before a Direct Object, see stanza
V, 1, or verbs which take an infinitival verb phrase complement as
in VI, 3-
In all cases of apposition, which are numerous in this
poem, two contours per line appear.
I have marked the domain of intonation^ see following
page) by putting a stroke in an appropriate place in the line, and
enclosing it in brackets whenever two alternatives were possible,
i.e. either one or two contours for the given line. It will be
seen that the resulting breaks appears exactly in the middle of the
lines and correspond to what is known as caesura.
109.
.E. Cummings Selected Poems 1923-1958 (p. 44)
anyone lived (/) in a pretty how town
(with up ao floating (/) many bella down)
spring summer (/) autumn winter
he sang his didn't/he danced his did.
Women and men (/) (both little and small)
cared for anyone (/) not at all
they sowed their isn't/they reaped their same
sun moon (/) stars rain
children guessed/(but only a few
and down they forgot/as up they grew
autumn winter spring summer)
that noone loved him (/) more by more
when by now/and tree by leaf
she laughed his joy/she cried las grief
bird by snow/and stir by still
anyone's any/was all to her
someones married their everyones
laughed their cryings/ana did their dance
sleep wake hope and then) they
said their nevers/they slept their dream
stars rain sun moon
Uuid only the snow (/) can begin to explain
how children are apt to forget to remember
with up so floating many bells down)
one day anyone died i guess
(and noone stooped to kiss his face)
busy folk buried them (/) side by side
little by little/and was by was
all by all/and deep by deep
and more by more/they dream their sleep
noone and anyone/earth by april
wish by spirit/and if by yes.
Women and men/(both dong and ding)
summer a\*tumn(/)winter spring
reaped their sowing/and went their came
sun moon (/) stars rain
EXTERNAL ANALYSIS
A comparison with another poem by e. e. ouminings
'my father moved through dooms of love*
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e. e. cummings
my| father j moved through j dooms of | love
through j sames of | am through j haves of | give
|singing each j morning J out of each j night
my | father j moved through | depths of j height
this | motion]less for|getful | where
|turned at his | glance to j shining j here;
that j if (soj timid j air is j fina)
j under his | eyes would | stir and j squirm
newly jA as from un|buried
floats the first | who, his
drove | sleeping j selves to
which
april | touch
swarm their j fates
woke j dreamers jA to their j ghostly | roots
and j should some j why comjpletely j weep
my j father's j fingers | brought her J sleep:
jvainly no j smallest | voice might j cry
for | he could | feel the j mountains j grow.
JLifting the j valleys jA of the j sea
my | father ( moved through j griefs of j joy;
praising a j forehead j called the j moon
singing dejsire j into be(gin
j joy was his j song and | joy so j pure
a | heart of j star by j him could | steer
and pure 30 j now and | now so | yes











sun will j stand,
utmost j him
I father's I dream
his flesh was flesh his blood was blood:
no
no
hungry j man but | wished him j food;
cripple j wouldn't | creep one J mile
up|hill to j only | see him j smile
jScorning the | pomp of [ must and j shall
my j father moved through | dooms of | feel;
his anger A was as | right as j rain







arms of | year ex|tend
wealth to | foe and j friend
foolish I a and to I wise
offered |A imjmeasurable j is
proudly |a and (by oc|tobering | flame
beckoned) as ) earth will | downward j climb,
so | naked |a for imjmortal | work
his j shoulders | marched a(gainst the | dark
his | sorrow jfa) was as true as | bread:
no liar | looked him in the head;
if every j friend bejcame his foe
he'd | laugh and j build a j world with j snow.
we,
tree
Hy ( father j moved through j theys of
singing each | new leaf | out of each
,and | every j child was(sure that j spring
danced when she | heard my ( father j sing)
then | let men | kill which j cannot share,
et | blood and | flesh be j mud and mire,
schemingijmagine, | passion j willed,
freedom a | drug that's j bought and | sold
|giving to j steal and | cruel j kind,
a 1 heart to | fear, to I doubt a ( mind,
to
con
differ |Aa dijsease of | same,
form J A the j pinnacle of j am
though | dull were j all we j taste as | bright,
bitter all | utterly j tilings | sweet,
maggoty | minus and j dumb j death
all we in|herit,| all bejqueath
and no tiling | quite so j least as j truth
- i say though | hate were j why men j breathe ~
be(cause my | father | lived ids j soul
(love is the j whole and | more than ( all
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BAThitAAL ANALYSIS
A comparison with another poem by the same author.
It is interesting to note that another poem by curamings,
"'my father moved through dooms of love", is strongly reminiscent of
"anyone lived in a pretty how town" to such an extent that even
without knowing the authorship, it should not be difficult to guess
the hand. There are certain structural resemblances, features of
technique, that allow us to regard these poems as attempts at
exploring the same kind of devices. This refers not only to the
grammatical innovations which cuaraings relishes so much, but also to
the rhytlims of the two poems. Both are composed in four line
stanzas consisting of four stresses per line, and in addition to
these they share certain rhythmic patterns. If we look at the
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Stanza IX 2221
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A 3 2 1
3 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2a2 2 1
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2a2 2 1
2a2 2 1
3 2 2 1
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3 2 2 1
2a3 3 1
3 2 2 1
2A2 2 1
2 2 2 1
%)2 2 1
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2 2 2 1
3 2 3 1
2 2 2 1
3 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
3 2 2 1
3 2 2 1
3 2 11
2 2 2 1
2a2 2 1
1A1 4 1
2 2 2 1
3 3 11
3 3 11
3 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
2 2 2 1
3 2 2 1
1 if.
i'he rau^e of' patterns employee: uy cummings in this poem emerges
•
2 2 2 1 2 A 2 2 1
3 2 2 1 3 2 A 2 !
3 2 3 1
2
A 2 2 1
3 3 1 1
3 2 1 1
3 1 3 1
2A^ 3 1
4 1 -■ (alternative reading
2A1 k 1





Only two basic patterns can be discerned: 2221 and 3221
The relationship between them involves a different type of derivational
rule from the one which appeared to determine the basic patterns in
"anyone lived in a pretty how town". Here the (fl) sub-element
rule was applied to only one position in the basic pattern (2221) to
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derive the next pattern (3221)^ in the other poem the rule (-1) was
2
applied to all three positions in the pattern, giving a progressive
diminution in the basic patterns: 3 331 2221 111 1.
Of the two basic patterns, "my father moved through dooms of love"
shares 2221 with "anyone lived in a pretty how town"; its
second basic pattern 3221 appears twice in "anyone lived in a
pretty how town" (lll,l; IX,l) but here it is only a modification of
the first basic pattern by l)(—l); 3 3 3 1 —7" 3 2 2 1.
We find, besides these similarities, an overlap in the
3
modified patterns: 3 2 3 1 and 2^3 2 1 . Pattern
3 2 3 1 occurs twice (l,3; XIII,2), and pattern 2A 3 2 1 once
(lll,l). The non-corresponding patterns in "my father" tend to occur
once only, with the exception of 3 3 1 1 which appears in two
consecutive lines (XVI, 2, 3j. Despite its greater length (there
are y stanzas in "anyone" as compared with 17 in "my father", not only
are there fewer basic patterns and fewer modifications in this poem,
but the number of pattern combinations per stanza is smaller than in
"anyone".
1. The same type of rule (-1) relates the remaining patterns without
silent stresses:
3231 —> 3131 (-1)
3211 3311 (+1)
The interpretation of the relationsiiips between these patterns may
be questioned on grounds of their grouping - a different grouping
would involve different rules I However, the order in which they
appear in the poem justifies our grouping entirely;
3231 (stanza 1,3) 3131 (stanza V,4)
3211 (stanza XV,l) 3311 (stanza XVI,2)
2. The fourth and last being almost invariably 1.
3. 2321 appearing here with the addition of a metrical pause.
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This reduction in structural complexity or rather the absence of an
elaborated structure can easily be perceived by the ear and can be
confirmed on a detailed examination. Two stanzas I.VIII, XIl)
contain one rhythmic pattern only: 2221 the basic pattern;
eight stanzas U» II, IV, VI, VII, IX, XIV, XVII) contain two
rhythmic patterns only (which is sufficient to induce a considerable
monotony); seven stanzas (ill, V, X, XI, XIII, XV, XVI) contain three
patterns combined with one or both basic patterns. How does
"anyone" compare with these statistics ? It is richer and more
complex. It never has fewer than two patterns per stanza, and
this only on one occasion (stanza IV). The remaining stanzas
share equally the burden of three and four patterns each. One
can, of course, regard this arrangement as the result of a shift
along the complexity scale by one element in the upward direction:
from the range I - III patterns per stanza to II - IV patterns per
stanza. This may in fact be a feature of cumming's technique.
Looking at the stanza construction, we discover further
features of unmodified repetition in "ray father". In addition
to the two stanzas consisting of a single pattern, identical in
both cases ^VIII, XII), there are two other stanzas identical in
structure (stanzas VI, VII - consecutive ! ) - and a third one
of the same kind but with metrical pauses (stanza IX). Moreover,
a considerable number of stanzas start with one of the two basic
patterns: fourteen stanzas in all. To appreciate the difference is
sufficient to
hear the nine stanzas of "anyone" where the basic patterns are
repeated four times in the stanza initial positions the first basic
pattern 3331 once (i), the second basic pattern 2221
twice (IV, VIIl), and the third basic pattern 1111 only once
(Vl). The disproportion between the two poems in this respect
is considerable (14 repetitions for 17 stanzas; four repetitions for
9 stanzas). Again this shows "anyone" as a more mature technical
effort. Farther, the basic patterns beginning the stanzas are
allowed in "my father" to appear in consecutive stanzas, which heightens
the 'hammering out' effect; pattern 2221 begins stanzas I
and stanza II; stanza IV; stanza VIII; stanzas XII, XIII, XIV; stanzas
XVI, XVII. The second basic pattern 3 2 2 1 always appears
in successive stanzas when it is stanza initial: in stanzas V, VI, VII;
and in stanzas IX, X.
By contrast, in "anyone" not one single pattern appears in
consecutive stanzas in stanza initial position. Of the three
basic patterns only one 2 2 2 1 is repeated in stanza initial
position, but in non-consecutive stanzas: IV and VIII. One
other pattern, a modified pattern 2 3 2 1 is repeated in a
similar way in stanzas V and VII; all the other stanza initial patterns
differ from one another. Here again "anyone" shows technical
superiority over "my father".
Not only is there repetition in stanza initial position,
but within the stanzas themselves. As far as the internal structure
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of stanzas is concerned, all stanzas consisting of two rhythmic
patterns (with the exception of stanza I) contain both basic patterns;
that is, their rhythmic variation consists in repetition of these two
basic patterns. There are ssyensuch stanzas : II, IV, VI, VII, IX,
X, XIV, XVII. In stanzas with three different rhythmic patterns,
the two basic patterns 2 2 2 1 and 3 2 2 1 are their two
main constituents in all cases (ill, V, XI, XIII, XVl) except one,
stanza XV, where only one basic pattern appears, though repeated twice.
The basic pattern 2 2 2 1 is used in all stanzas at least once,
with the exception of two stanzas (l, XV), both basic patterns appear
in each stanza (apart from those two stanzas where their basic pattern
is repeated four times, taking up the whole stanzas: VIII, XII).
Comparing the above features of repetition with "anyone"
we can see that the occurrence of basic patterns is carefully
controlled. It would not be true to say of "anyone" that all its
stanzas contain at least one basic pattern, for there is one stanza
(v) consisting of modifications without any of the basic patterns being-
present. It would iiot be true either to say that one particular
basic pattern (as in the case of "my father" : 2221) appeared
in all other stanzas. This feature of unmodified repetition is
also absent from "anyone" . There are basic patterns repeated in
the other stanzas, but in a controlled and disciplined manner: only
one basic pattern is repeated in the first three stanzas, but each
time it is a different basic pattern. Similarly, one of these
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patterns is repeated later in stanza VII (2221). A
combination of two basic patterns occurs in three stanzas, but each
time the grouping is different: stanza VI 1111 with 3 3 3 1;
Stanza VIII 2 2 2 1 with itself; stanza IX 2 2 2 1 with
11 1 1. There is one occurrence of a triple repetition of
the basic pattern within one stanza 2221, in stanza IV, as
compared with seven such identical cases of repetition in "my father"
(I, IV, VI, VII, VIII, XII, XVII). Where basic patterns occur
twice in a stanza in "anyone" , two cases are confined to stanzas with
a combination of four rhythias, VI, IX,(it may be recalled here that
the highest combination in "my father" was three rhythms), one
repetition of basic pattern occurs within a stanza with three rhytlimic
patterns, (VIII).
Looking- at the overall number of repetitions of the most frequent
pattern, which happens to be a basic pattern in both cases with an
identical numerical value, we notice tl^st this pattern 2221
occurs eight times in "anyone", and, thirty six times in "my father"
a poem barely twice the length of "anyone" . If we now add to this
number occurrences modified by metrical pauses, the number will be
brought up to forty two. The second basic pattern in "my father"
3221 appears seventeen times, including the rare metrical pauses;
the corresponding highest frequency basic pattern in "anyone" 1111
occurs three times. The numerical equivalent of "my father's" second
basic pattern 3221 used as a modification in "anyone" appears
in the latter only twice.
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These comparisons should be sufficient to convince us of
the rhythmic monotony and uninventivliness in "my father" as
compared with the dexterous use of repetition and modification in
"anyone" . It shows how the application of a larger number of
basic patterns and bolder rules for modification (by two elements at
a time, for example) a greater variety of rhythms and a subtler
interplay between them can be acideved through careful control and
clever manoeuvering of the linguistic material. Although "my father"
contains rare occurrences of bolder modifications 5231 and
2 3 2 1 and 3311, 313 1, 3211) some of which
occur in "anyone" (the former), the poet is apparently too timid to
use them on a larger scale, and instead clings to tedious repetitions
and "longueurs" which turn the poem into a "poeme-fleuve" with an air
of Whitmanesque verbosity. However fine the sentiments expressed
in "my father moved through dooms of love", it is a rather technically
limited poem when compared with "anyone lived in a pretty how town".
unYhn.
Before examining the quantity patterns in the two poems, one
more feature should be discussed: the poet's use of rhyme. Both
poems are interesting in this respect. There is some overlapping
in technique, in the sense that both poems contain a certain number of
complete rhymes either in two consecutive lines and no more per stanza,
or in two pairs of consecutive lines (only two or three stanzas in each
poem).
12J.
Example of the first kind;
anyone lived in a pretty how town
with up so floating many bells down
spring summer autumn winter
he sang Ms didn't he danced Ms did.
and should some why completely weep
my father's fingers brought her Bleep:
vainly 110 smallest voice might cry
for he could feel the mountains grow.
Example of the second kind:
Women and men (both little and small)
cared for anyone not at all
they sowed their isn't they reaped their same
sun moon stars rain
his flesh was flesh his blood was blood
no hungry man but wished Mm food
no cripple wouldn't creep one mile
uphill to only see him smile
There the similarity ends between the two poems. Each adopts
its own way of solving the problem of the remaining two lines in
the stanza. In "my father" the solution is rather ingenious:
the last syllables in the line (they are all stressed monosyllables,
one more regularity and repetition which "anyone" avoids), are
grouped in pairs repeating the same last consonant, or a spelling
rhyme of this type resulting in exact^repetition of the second










There is one pair rhyming the diphthong in an open syllable (foe/snow,
stanza XII), one pair with the initial consonant cluster "rhyming"
but not the following diphthongs (cry/grow, stanza IV), and one pair
completely unrelated (sea/joy, stanza V). It was this last
"unproductive" type that became operative in "anyone" in the greater
part of the poem (five stanzas: I, III, IV, V, VIIl). Two stanzas
were taken up by two rhymed pairs (il, IX.), compared with three (VIII,
XII, XIIl) in "my father", and two other stanzas (VT, VII) reflect
the device which dominates the technique in "ray father", i.e.
consonantal repetitions
Stanza VI; moon/down Stanza VII; guess/face
These devices function on these occasions in place of rhymed
pairs, while in "my father" they appear in conjunction with rhymed
pairs and fulfil the function of the unrelated pairs in "anyone".
There is, however, an additional type in the rhyming scheme in "my
father" which is not encountered in "anyone", namely all four lines
ending in a consonantal rhyme in six of its seventeen stanzas: III,
VI, XI, XIV, XVI, XVII.
The pattern for "ray father" is then: The pattern for "anyone" is:
I lovg j town —1
give down 1—'
night »—j winter. ,
hight *_| did [














IV weep •-> IV" leaf —]



















VII bejyond VII guess —;
standi face „i
hia —| 8itie __
dream *—1 v,.as J
VIII blood >— 1 VIII deep
flood *—sleep *—
mile •-—r april *—j
smile yes 1
IX shall IX ding '—1
ins- r—feel sprin,L>
rain « J came r—*|



































From the above illustration we see that a certain uniformity is
evident in the arrangement of the couplets with perfect rhyme in
"anyone" ; they are confined to the first two lines of the stanza.
This is not the case in the monotonous "my father" where the
perfect rhymes can appear either in the first two lines or in the




A comparison# of the quantity patterns bears out the conclusions
reached so far. The complete scheme for "ay father is".
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If we consider the amount of repetition that extends to whole lines,
yet another picture eaerges, Afferent colours represent different
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Not only 1b there a similarity of technique in the frequent line
repetitions, but also between the quantity patterns used throughout the
lines, regardless of whether they happen to function as repetitions or
not within the given poem. A line in one poem may echo another line in
the other poem:
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"anyone lived ..." "my father ..."
Stanza VJ:
1 I I vy I kj \ \J
2 vl \jr\ u I /a nn I r\ rr\ I —\j
3 ulo'/AU In m Ir\ rr\ \r\r\
4 «lnn \ r\ r\ I g/~\ \_y' —o'
Stanza Vs
1 | r\ | \i r\ \j | r\ r\ |—\j
2 I — U IV/f\U I— V,/1—\J
3 I—u I—\J I— Ul \J




3 i!J /A I vy \J i — Vy ! L7 cf. xn,2
4 |y/nvjiu/AUi — vy I—^
Stanza VIII:
.
1 | —— s^j | —— j — | 8ee stanza IV, 1
2 vl — ul - ul— I—u
3 lu/nvlo'uui — vy!/~\r\
4 I—I u /—\\_yl \J I W
Stanza IX:
1 lu/nvyi— kjI—I—Kj
2 lu — i 2^ /n I r\\—\J cf. mi,4
3 I — vylwy^yl — U
4 I I I I \J
It is interesting to note that four lines with their exact quantity
pattern are repeated in "my father", achieving a total of 20
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repetitions. These patterns form the typological core in "my
father" and are based on modifications which are productive
throughout the poem. The principles on which they operate
are discussed in the next section.
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Line-end barkers.
As in the survey of "anyone lived in a pretty how town" I shall now
liet all the line-end markers with their respective text and then








through | dooms of | love
through | haves of | give
| out of each | night
through | depths of ] hftight
for- |getful | where
to | shining | here
| air is | firm
would J stir and | squirm
un-|buried | which
his| april | touch
to | swarm their j fates
to their | ghostly | roots
com-| pletely | weep
j brought her | sleep
| voice might j cry
the | mountains | grow
(Quantity Pattern
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j of the j sea
through | griefs of | joy
| called the | moon
| into be-|gin
and | joy so | pure
by | him could ) steer
and | now so j yes
| would re-|joic©
| keen tee-lyond
| sun will | stand
j utmost | him
my | father's | dream
his j blood was | blood
but | wished him | food
| creep on© | mile
| see him | smile
of | must and | shall
through | dooms of j feel
as | right as | rain
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foe and | friend





gainst the | dark
true as | bread
in the | head
came his j foe
world with | snow
days of j we
out of each j tree
sure that | spring
father | sing
cannot | share
mud and j mire
passion | willed












































doubt a | mind
se&se of j same
pinnacle of | am
taste as | bright
things j sweet
dumb | death
all be J queath
leant as | truth
why men | breathe
lived his j soul
more than | all
Quantity pattern
V












..hruDarative frr.", uencv count:
total number of lines 68 36
3 syllable line-end markers: 4 7




1 syllable line-end marker: 3 4
4 syllable line-end markers: 2 0
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"my father" "anyone"
Three-syliable feet Patterns employed 4 5
I /~\ m I 3x 2x 2x
I I lx Ix lx
I v r\vyi 0 0 4x
lou\yl lxlx c
Iwo-syliable feet; all possible patterns in both poems
j — | 40x 42x 2x












u I r\ r\ \ — u I — kj i —y
v I \J I — \j I — \j —\j
I v a u I a a !auu 1 —y
vl a a kjY y I y'
U I /A r\ i — y I a a I —y
I /a ml — u I a a —y
UI — vy I \_y — I — K_j —\j
i vy /a u i w I— v_y —\J
I a a I a vd \_y i
u i auw i w i s\ r\ i
I an /a I — y I — \_y
yl a a I A en Ia a I
Aj
ill - U I - y I aai—y
yl a A I A A I a A 1 —y
i \jA u iwmiv./;"—j
o I — w I \jIA a I —u
lyAyly - I A ml —u
(/I /A /A IHh y I — vy I —\J
I w /a u I v_y — I — \j I —y
























































r\ r\ |!— vv | —
w |! w | —
r\ r\ |l — w | —
V/AW| r\ r\ |A'JW |
r\ r\|* w i — vJ
/a m | — \_j I /-% /a
~~
w I u |w —
w|— \J ! — KJ
I \j r\ \i KJ ~ I w ~ |—w
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Having shown graphically the extent to which repetition is allowed
to take place in this poem, I should now like to look at the
productive patterns and their modifications in the course of the
poem. I shall combine the repetitive aspect with an analysis
of modifications in the order in which they appear; whenever a
particular modification is of a repetitive kind, I shall enumerate
its later occurrences before proceeding to the next type of modification.
Two-syllable feet
tiasj^Pattern; | r\ r\ l~ W I™ ! ~~v7
Stanza: 1,1 Text: my | father | moved through|dooms of | love
1,4 my j father | moved throughjdepths ofj hight
111,3 drove | sleeping| selves toj swarm their | fates
V,2 ray | father j moved through) griefs of j joy
VII,2 con |ceiving| mind of j sun will | stand
IX,2 my j father |moved through | dooms of | feel
X,2 less | humbly j wealth to | foe and | friend
XI,4 his j shoulders j marched a)gainst the | dark
XII,3 if | every | friend be(came his j foe
XIII,1 ray | father j moved through | theys of j we
XIII,3 and j every | child was | sure that | spring
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Text: through) saiaes of | am through|haves of j give
aj heart of j star by| him could | steer
andj pure so | now and j now so | yes
his|flesh was) flesh his[blood was | blood
he'd) laugh and | build a) world with | snow
let j blood and j flesh be) mud and | mire
a | heart to | fear,to j doubt a | mind
though) dull were j all we | taste as j bright





I /-s I ~~~ vy I /*N /A 1
so) hugely | stood my ) father's) dream
this) motion|less forjgetful | where




that) if (so | timid | air is | firm
1
Transitional pause-modifications:
a) I U Ivj I A (Y\ I \J
Stanza: X,3 than) he to [foolish |^and to ) wise
1. The order of presentation was not followed here; the patterns
were grouped according to similarity.
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b) I ^ I A rn |~ w j
Stanza: IX,4 his j pity |/\was as | green as j grain
XV,5 to j differ |,\a dijsease of J same
c) |V> —|A U|
Stanza: X,4 j offered JA im|measurable j is
d) |/-N /-A | A I" \J
Stanza: III, 1 j newly |A as from un|buried | which
e) | r> r\ | A m j r\ r\ \ \j
Stanza: 111,4 woke j dreamers | A to their J ghostly | roots
XI,3 so | naked j A for im|mortal [ work
f) | A A 1 A (W | Kj 1 —\J







j ~ vy | — \J \r\ r\ |—\j
and j should some j why comjpletely ) weep
for | he could j feel the | roountains | grow
| \ r\ j r~N g-\ j —
my j father's j fingers j brought her | sleep


























wrists of | twilight |/ '^duld/r^J joice
cause my | father j lived his j soul
i— KJ I—\J
cripple | wouldn't j creep one | mile
/~\ r\ I I \J
hill to j only [ see him | smile
—
v_y !~~ w I—\J
sorrow | true as j bread
nothing | quite so J least as j truth
/*-\ r\ I \y I—
liar | looked him | in the|head
-\J
let men | kill which j cannot j share
'fhe shaded areas indicate places where a silent stress would occur




This list of modifications shows a great quantitative
variety within the two-syllable patterns. It remains now to
classify the different types of modification and to indicate the
principles on which they are based as well as the relations between
the various types.
Looking at the basic type | r\ f\ j ~ | j \_J , we
notice that it has a corresponding "reversed" version in the 4th
Modification, and a further variation with a positional shift by one
element, in the 6th Modification:
Type I: I f~\ r\ j ~~ j ~~ I 1st Basic pattern
Type II: j —- \_j j — \_y | | 4th Modification
Type III: | — ^ j /^~\| \_y i ~\_J 6th Modification
j /-x \| in position: I,II,III.
Of the three quantity patterns possible within two-syllable feet,
j — j and j j are employed here.
The second group of patterns uses | /~\ /~\| in the way in
which j was used in the above group. The underlying
types are preserved with a quantity reversal by two feet, from
j —— | — \_J j to | /-\ r~-\ | /~\ /~\ 1» giving the corresponding
patterns:
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Type la | j /~\ \^ j y_/ 8th Modification
if "her" in stanza IV,2
fype lia | /"~\ /~\ j r-\ /~N | v_/ j ig interpreted as non-enclitic
Type Ilia | r"A r\ j j f~\ j ~—\J 2nd Modification
J s^/ | in position: I, II, (ill).
Both the above kinds of quantity can each fill the whole pattern as
in:
Type IV: I—I •— j yj I 1st Modification
Type IVa: |a a | /a /~~\ |/"a/~\ | VJ 5th Modification
The third possible quantity pattern j \y ~— | has a limited
application here: there is no corresponding type IVb. However,
all three possible types within the typological scheme suggested
above are realized with this quantity pattern:
Type lb: j | ~ \j j \_J | Kj 9th Modification
Type lib: | yJ j \^J — j ^j 11th Modification
Type Illb: | — j \^j .— j | —3rd Modification
j ~—- j in position: I,II,III.
Type lib Reversed or lie:
j \_J " I ~ | — i *—~\_J 7th Modification
The remaining combinations are missing: two from type II, three
from type I and III.
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It is now easy to infer the basic principle behind the construction
of these patterns: either one type of quantity is repeated throughout
all 2-syllable feet within a line (there are restrictions here: only
two of the possible patterns can appear j \y | or | [,
excluding | \y |) or two patterns can be combined. Positional
shifts within the elements concerned permit a greater variety of types
( see preceding page) but not all quantity combinations are employed
within them.
A few patterns with pauses remain to be discussed. Certain
limited but illuminating correspondences can be traced within them as
well. Taking the two patterns:
I Kj I \y — 1 A CO I ~~~\J Modification 3a
I A/ ~~~ I A OH I vy I ~\J Modification 3b
we notice that the relationship between then is one that involves
three positional shifts. This fact may be held responsible for
the difficulty in hearing these patterns as related. However, if
we look at these patterns as related to Type IHb and Type lb
respectively, then the correspondence becomes clear:
iype nib I \y ! vy — I — W
Mod. 3a I —vy ! vy — I A rn
Type lb | vy— | \J | — \J | —\J
Mod. 3b |^ — i A mi vjI —vy
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In both these eases only one modification, pause (silent stress)
modification, takes place; the remaining elements are preserved
and consequently there is no difficulty in hearing the patterns
as related, unlike the preceding combination of the two patterns
with pauses.
There are three more patterns with pauses:
1) | /~\ r\ | A | j \J Modification 3d
2) i /^\ /~\ I A m |Ar\| 5e
3) | r\ r\ | A ort |— \j|—\j 3f
They are all alike in the first foot, very similar in the second,
pause-foot (i.e. a foot beginning with a silent stress)and differ
only in the third foot where all three possible quantity patterns
are employed.
Pattern l) (Mod. 3d) is somewhat reminiscent of Modification 3a:
I I KJ ~~ ! A ml O Mod- 5a
| r\ r\ I A WV| | —\J Mod. 3d
There is one Quantity change, in the first foot, and one positional
shift with a slightly augmented pause. It seems that this shift
feels auditorily less remote than the previous one involving three
positional shifts.
Pattern 2) (Mod. 3e) is strongly reminiscent of Type Ilia; on
examination it can be discovered that one modification has taken
place: the substitution of a pause-initiated foot for a filled foot.
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Pattern 3) (Hod. 3f) like the preceding pattern, can be regarded as
related to either Type I.
There is one more modification on our list, namely Modification 10.
This repeats in the initial foot the monosyllabic foot already
employed in the line-end marker. The modification is not
productive and appears only once.
Three-syllable feet.
The next step will be to compare in a similar way all lines containing










|v r\ \J \r\ r\ I /"""\ u i—hV
Text: j singing each j morningj out of each| night
I r\ m | — w ! /A r\\
| turned at his | glance to| shining j here
| danced when she | heard my jfather j sing)
IUr\u |™ w l~ w !—
| under his | eyes would | stir and j squirm
j Scorning the | pomp of | must and j shall







I r\ uw I — \.j I r\ /-\ I
Text;
I \jr\\j I r\
i \j r\ u iw
Stanza V,1
Patte.r.n: 7 I w r\ y I W
Stanza V, 3
Pattern: 8 j y jr~\ j
Stanza V,4
Pattern; y j |
Stanza VI, 1
XVII,4







Pattern; 13 | y |
3tanza XI,2
I U \j I
sep
/ \ f\ A
floats the first | who, his | april|touch
r\\~ wi—\j
vainly no j smallest | voice might | cry
— ia (ti i—\j
Lifting the I valleys I of the I seai ' A 1
~~ l~~ \j I"—\j
praising a J forehead | called the j moon
\j ! \j r\ v I \j
singing de|sire j into bejgin
\J I — \J j —\J
joy was his j song and j joy so | pure
love is the | whole and | more than j all
I W !~V/
keen as mid|summer's j keen be|yond
all we injherit j all bejqueath
w I— \_j I'—\j
tembering | arms of | year ex|tend
yvju! kj I —kj
proudly |^ and by oc|tobering J flame
w i /~\ /"a ! ~ \j
beckoned) as j earth will| downward | climb
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14 I wr\u I vy ~ I w — I
Stanza XIV,3 Text: | scheming ijmagine, j passion | willed,
Pattern: 15 | U r\\j\ V_7 I W ~\J
Stanza XV,1 | giving to | steal and | cruel | kind
Pattern: 16 | y ^ | \j\j\j | —-yj J ^
Stanza XVI,2 | bitter all | utterly j things | sweet
Pattern: 17 i \JWUl \Jr\ \J ! \J !
Stanza XVI,3 j maggoty | minus and j dumb | death
In tiiis long list of patterns only very few are repeated. I shall
group related patterns together in the same way as was done with 2-
syllable feet.
lfrpoiogy
Patterns with one 3-syliable foot.
Correspondences between patterns with one 3-syllable foot and
patterns with 2-syliable feet:
with i /> C(\ !
i ml KJ I \J i ~~\J I (Pattern 9) cf Type I
I ff\ l~~~ \J I f\ f"~\ I —~\j | (Pattern 2) cf Type Ilia
I ST\ I | ~— | \J | (Pattern 10) cf Type IIlb
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with \ r\UKJ I
'auvj I— \J
\rw)\y I — vy
with l\yr\\) !
Ivy r\\j i— vy
l\y/A I) 'u —
' vy a\ \] 'vy ~
'uAL/ 'A A !
l^jrwi Ivy ~ 1
i— w
IAN /A
(Pattern 11) cf type I




(Pattern 3) cf Type I
(Pattern 14) cf Hype IR 1
(Pattern 7) cf Hype Illb
(Pattern 5) cf Type Ilia
(pattern 6) cf Mod. 3a
The remaining patterns, Has. 13 and 15# are related to each other
through a change involving one sub-element (-l). Pattern 13 is
also related to Type Ilia.
Patterns with two 3-syllable feet.
Patterns with two 3-syilable feet show two different quantity patterns
in the 3-syllable feet as in pattern 1 and 8s
iy AU 'A A 'AUU
!'UAU 1 —~\y 'UAV
In addition to tliia characteristic, they may share a monosyllabic
foot in the corresponding position as in pattern 16 and 17:
'va vy 'vyw vy '
'yyy 'vy/A u
There are no further variations to be found in this group as the number
of patterns is limited to the examples given above.
1. R - reversed quantity pattern.
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In conclusion, I should like to summarize the main features
of repetition and change already treated in detail, by grouping them
under the following headings:
Numerical change - to indicate whether a change in the number of
syllables per foot has taken place
Quantity change - to show whether the quantity pattern has been
altered within feet of the same number of syllables
IQP pair - to note whether two feet of identical quantity pattern
(therefore of the same number of syllables per foot) appear
Positional repetition - to indicate which feet, in order of their
appearance in the line are repeated. This lists the 'deep structure'
features of repetition. The actual rhythmic patterns filling
these positions are bounci to vary; the common factors are the
positions which they occupy in the line.
.... indicates non contiguous positions.
Repetition and Change in Line Transition:
Stanza: Lines: Numerical Change;
Quantity IQP Positional
Change Pair: Repetition:
1 all three II, III, IVI 1-2
2-3 (+1) ... (+1)




























































all three II, III,IV
all ttree I, II, IV
111, III,IV
1. Foot beginning with a silent stress.
1 62.






























































































Stanza; Linea: Numerical Change: Change: Pair; Repetition:
XIV 1 - 2 1 all three I II IV
2 - 3 (+1) 1 extended 1 IV
3 - 4 1 extended II IV
XV 1-2 (-l)...(+l) - all three II IV
2 - 3 U) 1 - III IV
/\
3-4 (-1)...(+1)(+1) (s) - IV
XVI 1-2 (+l)(+l)(~l) - 1 IV
(I\2 - 3 1 shift,1 1 I) III,IV
3-4 (-1)(+1) 1 IV
XVII 1 - 2 1 all three II, III,IV
2 - 3 1 II, III,IV
(I.
3-4 (+1) 1 1 ^1) 111,1V
1 &*..
A valid comparison can be made with "anyone" at tiiis point by
tabulating essential features of change and repetition in the way
in which this was done for "my father". It will reveal how
much more complex the changes are in "anyone" and show which
positional combinations that were used in "my father" are also
present in "anyone".


































whole line I II III IV
whole line I II *11 IV
III IV
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It can be seen from the above that the complexity is transferred into
the numerical component in 'anyone through a number of
complicated modifications, while in 'my father ...' complexity
is to be found in the quantitative component with its numerous
modifications (substitutions and positional shifts) involving
2-syllable feet.
PART II
An instrumental analysis of one poem read by several speakers
T. S. Eliot "The Waste Land" part IV
•Rhythm is ths soul of music* (Fsdsrswski;
•Rubsto is ths soul of rhythm' (Gsrald floors)
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An instrumental analysis of one poem read by several speakers
S.S.Eliot "The Waste Land" part IV
In tnis part of the thesis I have attempted, to relate several
readings of the poem to the scansion of it suggested by Professor
Abercrombie.
It is often claimed that a variety of readings is possible for
one and the same poem"1 and, by implication, scansion appears to be either
undecidable or, at best, highly debatable.
It seems to me that the extent of variation is not so great or
so unpredictable. Some stresses may be suppressed in certain syntactic
constructions, and the preceding rhythmic patterns may influence the
decision to suppress them, if the reader is more sensitive to rhythm than
to lexical stress. Some syntactic constructions permit alternative readings
2
with two feet rather than one and a choice usually is possible in the number
and placing of silent stresses, but, on the whole, a fair amount of
agreement might be expected in stress placing.
My specific interest here is in relating the readings to the
scansion, examining the foot durations, and the relations between different
types of feet in terms of the number of syllables per foot, and giving
information on segment duration.
1. cf. Seymour Chatman, A Theory of Meter, The Hague, 1965.
2. see introduction, The Approach and Concepts used in the thesis.
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PROCEDURES. PROBLEMS AMD ARBITRARY DECISIONS
Materials and Procedure;
Recordings were obtained of readings by several different
readers (speech 7* recording It 31 ).
Choice of readers;
Recordings I and II were made by the same reader, Professor
David Abercrombie. They were made one year apart so as to eliminate
any memory of the previous reading or the scansion.
Recording III is a reading by the poet himself taken from a
record (Caedmon Literary Series TC 0994)
Recording IV represents an 'artistic1 reading by David
Lloyd-James, formerly a B.B.C. poetry reader.
Recordings V and VI were made by two B.B.C. newscasters, Alvar
Lidell and Robin Holmes, who were asked to read in a fairly measured
way without paying too much attention to 'expression'.
(it is understood that all these recordings are for private
research only).
All the recordings were subsequently analysed on spectrograms.
Spectrograms were chosen rather than mingograph tracings because of
the possibility of using the information obtained in this way for speech
synthesis and experiments on perception in the future.
Spectrograms
Kay Sona-Graph was used for recording I; for the remaining
recordings, Kay Sona-Graph 7029A 5-16000 Hz Spectrum analyzer worked
in conjunction with scale magnifier 6076c.
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Wide band, 4000 cps. spectrograms were made for each
speaker. For recording I, 8000 cps. wide band spectrograms were
also used. Overlapping spectrograms were obtained most of the time.
In a few cases, the length of the pauses made by some readers did not
permit to overlap the spectrograms.
Segmentation and measurement
Measurement was first made of segment durations. These
were then added together to produce appropriate foot measurements.
The sum of segments was thought to be a better means of ensuring
regularity in foot measurement than isolated ad hoc measurements for
each foot. Segments rather than their aggregates in feet were
chosen for initial measurements with a view to obtaining more information
about the similarities and differences between speakers. This
information, when further extended, may prove of service in the
investigation oi segment quantity, syllable quantity and the effects
of tempo changes on them.
The segmental material obtained here is not regarded as
sufficiently large or varied (phonetic frames !) to provide a basis for
conclusive judgements.
I am aware of the problems that the concept of segmentation
3involves and of the technical difficulties wiiich arise in segmenting
3. cf. G.E.Petersen's discussion of the difficulties of segmentation
in Language. 31• 414-427 (1955), also G.E. Peterson and I. Lehiste,
in The Journal of Acoustical Society of America, vol. 32, Wo. 6,
69>70, June, I960.
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spectrograms. I have attached below a list of arbitrary decisions
which I mad© in segmenting the spectrograms of the six recordings.
The segmentation of spectrograms - arbitrary deciaiona.
I have made the following arbitrary decisions in segmenting
the spectrograms:
1. The duration of vowels in post-pausal positions was measured from
the onset of voicing.
2. Pre-pausal releases of plosives were included in the duration of
the pause.
5. Individual segments:
/w/ Most of the time this was unsegraented from the following
vowel. On occasions measurement was made, including the
steady state and the following transition in the length of
/w/. This was done when there was a clear onset of all
formants above in the following vowel.
After voiceless fricatives, the period of voiceless /»/ was
given a separate measurement, and was included in the total
length of the segment.
/r/ Measurement was made of the voiceless variant, the voiced
one was not segmented from the following vowel.
The tap between vowels was *segmented* on the basis of the
discontinuity of all formants and a characteristic 'dip*
following this before the emergence of a new formant pattern
for the next vowel.
Where evidence was not sufficiently clear, no segmentation
was attempted.
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/l/ Arresting darJs /l/ , where possible, was segmented from the
preceding vowel according to a change in F^ and and a
discontinuity in the formants above F^,
When preceded by a voiceless fricative, measurement was made
from the onset of voicing.
/j/ was left unsegmented except in one case.
Stops preceded by pausej only aspiration was measurable
^similarly, some affricates in this position could only be measured
from the affrication.)
4. Sound combinations:
/kt/ was left unsegmented most of the time. It was segmented
only when the spectrograms shoved evidence of a release of
AA
/td/ Host of the time these were impossible to segment from each
other; otherwise the length of the release of /d/ was
measured or the onset of voicing for /d/
/tn/ /n/ was measured from the character!stiespike on the
on the spectrogram,
/tq/ Assimilation of voicelessness; measurement was made from
the presence of voicing in /%/.
/nd/ Segmentation was carried out following the disappearance of
formant structure,
/nt/ see above, also the onset of voicelessness.
/ng/ Measurement was made from the disappearance of formant
structure.
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/nag/ Listeners perceived, evidence of /d/ in this combination -
in most cases this could not be segmented from the
surroundings.
/ndl/ Segmentation was carried out according to the appearance
of formant structure in the /l/ preceding a vowel, or
according to the evidence of the release of /d/
Very often it was not possible to segment /&/ from the following / e/
5. In some speakers whispered vowels were noticed before a following-
voiceless fricative. The duration of the vowel was then given
in two figures connected by a plus sign which correspond to the
period of voicing and whisper.
Accuracy of measurement
Measurements were made to the nearest centisecond. If a
given segment was less than half a centisecond longer, measurement was
maae to the nearest centisecond below. If a given segment was more
than lialf a centisecond longer, then measurement was rounded up to
the nearest centisecond.
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Feet, Types of measurement
According to the approach adopted, feet are measured from stress to
the next stress, but not including it. This immediately raises
several problems:
(i) of general nature:
a) the identification of stress
b) the domain of stress placement
(ii) the difficulty of obtaining a reliable measurement:
a) when a stress falls on silence^
b) when the expected silent stress is not realized as
4silence
With reference to (i)a), the most up-to-date account to my knowledge
is provided in chapter IV "Stress" in I. Lehiste, Supra3egmentals.
M.I.T. Press, 1970*
In the identification of stress I have used the factors discussed
by Lehiste (especially p. 119) and was further helped by the points
of reference provided by the scansion I was using.
Ad (i)b) Again, I wish to refer to Lehiste (p. 147)• "From what is
known of the activity of intercostal musculature, it appears probable
that the smallest unit that may carry stress must be approximately
the size of a syllable." Further, "The muscular gesture that underlies
3. see D. Abercrombie, "A phonetician's view of verse strubture",
Studies in Phonetics and Linguistics. O.U.P,, 19&5.
also D. Abercrombie, "Some Functions of Silent Stress", in
Edinburgh Studies in English and Scots. Longman, 1971.
4. "Silent stress may sometimes take a form which is not, strictly
speaking, silent: the final sound of the preceding syllable may be
prolonged over the space they occupy. This prolongation appears
to be in free variation with silence, though it is more common with
some people than others. It is, however, curious that emphatic
and rhetorical silent stresses seem always to be really silent."
(Abercrombie, "Some Function of Silent Stress", op.cit., p. 155.)
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stress production requires a certain time for its realization, and
there are time delays in the system that make it extremely unlikely
that stress can be 'turned on' to coincide with the duration of a
single segmental sound".
1.
The question^) that concerns us here is: from what point to measure
foot duration? At what point to assume the incidence of stress?
Prom the above it would appear, by inference, that initial consonants
of stressed syllables ought to be included in the foot measurement.
I have measured foot duration in this way in the first type of
measurement (measurement A).
5
Y/riters on rhythm such as William Thomson maintained, however,
that the rhythmic beat comes on the syllabic, not the consonantal
elements. He has named this rhythmically significant part a ayllict.
Some phoneticians chose to ignore the initial consonants and measure
from the stressed vowel^ or to compare both way3 of measurement^
with the result that this method of measurement did net produce much
difference.
I have included this type of measurement as well (measurement B).
8
George Allen has found that the release of the consonant immediately
preceding the stressed vowel played a part in the perception of
rhythm.
5. Y/illiam Thomson, The Rhythm of Speech. Glasgow, 1923, p. 185.
6. K, Patch, "Syllable Duration in Prose Read Aloud" Phonetics
Diploma Dissertation, Edinburgh University, 1962.
7. J. D. O'Connor, "The Perception of Time Intervals", in Progress
Report September, 1965, Phonetics Laboratory, University College
London, pp. 11-13.
8. G. D, Allen, "On Testing for Certain Stress-Timing Effects", in
Working Papers in Phonetics 10. UCLA, Los Angeles, 1968, pp.47-59.
G. D. Allen, "Two behavioural experiments on the location of the
syllable beat in spoken American English", H. Lane and E. Zale
(eds.) Studies in Language and Language Behaviour. Ann Arbour,
Michigan, 1967, pp. 2-179.
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Since in my data the release of plosives was found to occupy a very
small amount of time, no separate measurement was made.
However, another factor which might possibly influence the perception
of duration (though no experimental check was carried out) was taken
into consideration the presence of voicing in the initial consonants
of the stressed syllable.
In the third type of measurement (measurement C). voiced consonants
preceding the stressed vowel (and belonging to the same syllable)
were included in the measurement while voiceless consonants in this
position were excluded from the measurement. This principle was
applied in measuring from one stressed syllable to the next.
Ad ii) Certain complications arose when silent stresses appeared
in the scansion.
of
In accordance with the theory scansion used here, one expects the silent
stress to coincide with the beginning of a metrical silent interval.
This happens frequently, but not always. Some readers, or even the
same reader, may occasionally shorten the duration of the 'speech'
content in the foot which is followed by a silent stress. The silent
stress in this manner of reading no longer falls on the beginning of
silence, but somewhere later. The only way to solve the problem of
measurement here is to calculate the estimated foot boundary by add¬
ing up the duration of the filled foot followed by a partially filled
foot and divide the sum by two. This procedure has been suggested
by Professor Abercrombie. The same procedure applies in cases where
the silent stress is not realized as silence and instead the
preceding sound is prolonged over its space.
I have produced measurements to cover all these cases.
Presentation of Results
first set of tables
Segment/Foot duration in sequence
Second aet of tables
Types of foot; durations
Third aet of tables
Types of feet; ratios
fourth set of tables




Ilrst get of tables. The text of the f-ot was given below the measurements.
The corresponding text was transcribed (the symbols of the Edinburgh
transcription were used here) at the top of the tables. Silent
stresses, or metrical pauses, were given a separate space. Brackets
appear in this row of symbols when a given recording revealed a
difference in scansion at a given point. Occasionally, a blank
space has been left in the top row of symbols although the actual
measurement has been supplied. This has been done when a short
pause appeared on the spectrogram which could be associated with a
glottal onset to the following vowel, or be regarded as a means to
induce a break, or a pause, or a discontinuity inside the foot.
The row of symbols corresponds to the information required for all
three types of measurement A,3,C.
The remaining three columns were used for presenting foot duration
according to the three types of measurement mentioned earlier.
When silent stresses appeared in the scansion, the duration of
'speech* was enclosed in s uare brackets and presented at the top
of the box.
A horizontal line has been drawn across the box to give the expected
foot duration after the estimated foot boundary had been calculated
according to the procedure described earlier. A separate table
was then added for comparison. This was to repeat the foot
initiated by a silent stress, measuring from the beginning of the
pause.
In all the measurements involving silent stresses, the 'speech*
content of the foot was presented in square brackets.
I now give the scansion which was used in producing the first set
of tables. I have underlined the places where a pause might be
suppressed or introduced in the performance.
176.
Scansion
j Phlebas |a the Phoejnician, jyv a {fortnight j dead, jA
Forjgot the j cry of j gulls, j A and the { deep sea j swell |/\
And the J profit and j loss, j A. j
A j current under ] sea (a |
{Picked his j bones in | whispers, j A. As he j rose and j fell
He j passed the j stages of his j age and jyouth | A j
{Entering the {whirlpool, j A|
j Gentile or {Jew j
j 0 { you who j turn the { wheel and { look to { windward, | A
Con Jsider j Phlebas, j A who was j once { handsome and j tall_as { you. j
Second set of tables
The next set of tables was made according to a different principle.
While the first set of tables gives the foot durations as they
appear in sequence, the second set of tables shows the durations of
feet grouped according to type. The division into types of foot
was made according to the number of syllables per foot — no further
distinguishing factors were taken into account.
The following types were distinguished:
Filled feet (l-,2-,3-,4-syllables in length) appearing between other
filled feet. (Heading on tables: 'filled feet'.)
Filled feet (1-, 2-syllables) followed by a metrical pause i.e. silent
stress (Heading on tables: unbounded feet).
Here the duration was given of the 'speech' content of the foot
followed by a silent stress since it was found in a number of cases
that the estimated foot boundary either gave the same results or
differed by a few centi-seconds.
177.
Feet initiated by a silent stress, i.e. partially filled feet
(Heading on tables: partially-filled-feet)
Measurement was given of the 'speech' content by itself and together
with the duration of the pause. Since no subtraction was made from
the length of the pause, these measurements cannot be regarded as
truly representing the actual duration of the feet in all cases.
There are oertain drawbacks in comparing the different types of
feet because the number of their occurrences varies. The least
reliable information concerns 1-syllable filled feet since only one
occurrence was found of this. The best represented are 2-syllable
feet.
Sometimes measurement was not available for a corresponding foot in
another recording, and this was indicated by putting a dash in the
appropriate places.
Only those feet were chosen for comparison where no difference ;had
been found with regard to scansion. Any renderings susceptible of
a different interpretation (including the calculation of the expected
foot boundary) have been omitted here.
Weighted means were subsequently calculated for each type of foot,
for each recording. These calculations were made to two decimal
places without rounding off, on an electronic calculator (Friden).
Finally, a general mean wa3 calculated by adding up all the durations
in a given type of foot for all speakers and dividing it by the
number of occurrences.
Additional information on variance and standard deviation has also
been supplied.
The tables were made for each of the three types of measurement.
178.
Third set of tables
The third set of tables shows an attempt to abstract away from the
absolute duration.
Foot types were compared here in terms of their ratios a3 represented
by the mean.
Filled feet (here: those in the neighbourhood of other filled feet)
were compared in the follcwipgwways:
1-syll. with 2-syll.,
2-syll. with 3-syll.,




This was done for each recording and for the general mean.
Here the same caution applies: the information about 1-syllable
filled feet is based on a single occurrence in each recording.
Feet before a metrical pause (i.e. silent stress) were next
compared with the corresponding filled feet.
Similarly, feet before a pause were compared with "feet" measured
from the onset of pause (the ratio might be expected to reveal here
whether the pause had been extended into the preceding foot).
"Feet" measured from the onset of the pause were compared with the
corresponding filled feet. A comparison was also made inside these
"feet" between the "'speech" content and the length of pause. This
method, too, might be expected to reveal whether the pause was
extended into the preceding foot. All three types of measurement
(A,B,C) have been given consideration.
179*
Fourth set of tables
The last few tables show a vertical display of foot duration
in sequence in one recording (No.l), Alternative measurements were
given where the expected foot boundary had been calculated. This
was done for feet followed by a silent stress, and also feet where
the silent stress was not manifested by silence, i.e. where the
preceding sound had been extended over its space.
I now include a list of abbreviations used in the tables.
Legend
Hcd - recording
I - David Abercrombie
II - David Abercrombie recorded one year later
III - T. S. Eliot
IV - David Lloyd-James
V - Alvar Lidell
VI - Robin Holmes
(It is understood that all these recordings are for private research
only.)
( ) - optional variant
| - foot boundary
j A - silent stress
Foot Measurement (from stressed syllable to the next stressed syllable,
but not including it.)
A - including syllable initial consonants
B - excluding * " "




Filled Feet - on tables, abbreviated for filled feet between other
filled feet.
Unbounded Feet - here, the 'speech* content of a foot followed by
a partially filled foot, i.e. a silent stress marks
the boundary between the two feet.
Partially-filled Feet - feet whose initial boundary is delimited by
a silent stress; here, measured from the onset of a
pause.
The last three were further abbreviated in the third set of tables:
.../p - unbounded foot
...p/ - partially filled foot
...(p)/ - partially filled foot ; duration of 'speech' excluded.
The figures accompanying these abbreviations stand for the number of






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0-37 0-70 0-59 0-98 0-87 0-75 0-37
0-43 0-79 0-62 G'49 0-53 0-42 0*28
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0-62 0-49 0*49 0-53 0-65 0-70 0-52 0*46 0-45 0-44 0-32 0-39 Q-85
0-56 0-67
0-68 0-74 0-65
0-34 0-50 0-42 0-46 0-42 0-31















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0*44 0*49 0*23 0*55
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My initial hypothesis concerning the intricate texture of
rhythms in "anyone lived in a pretty how town" has been confirmed
by the analyses.
Range of numerical patterns
An examination of lines in terms of the number of syllables per
•i
foot had revealed a large range of patterns. This range, however,
is not a haphazard collection of different patterns. It appears
to have been constructed on certain definite principles which apply
to all subgroups, each time with slight variations. The exceptions
to this (2) were so few as to be negligible. The same principle
was also found to operate on the lexical permutation in the refrains.
Two main groups were distinguished among the patterns:
a) those with three syllables as the highest number of syllables
per foot
b) those with two syllables as the highest number of syllables
per foot.
Given the four stress (consequently, four foot) structure of the line,
the arithmetical possibilities of permutation in the first group
(three as the highest number in a four place sequence) are 81, in
the second group (two as the highest number in a four place sequence)
are 16. From all these possibilities only a limited range was used.
The variation in the numerical patterns employed in the poem
could be explained by postulating three basic patterns:
3 3 3 1
2 2 2 1
1111
1. Foot is measured from one stress to the next, but not including it.
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Each basic pattern is derived from the preceding basic pattern by
one and the same rule: (-1)(-1)(-1), that is one subelement is
subtracted from each element in the pattern. In this context, sub-
element stands for "syllable", and element for "foot". The basic
patterns are introduced in that order of derivation in stanza initial
position, i.e. in the line beginning a stanza.
All the remaining patterns are variations on these through either
subtraction or addition of one or two sub-elements at a time. This
principle, of course, applies in varying degrees to the above patterns
(e.g. only an upward direction was possible for modifications made
from pattern 1 1 1 1 ).
A certain regularity has been traced in the positional combinations
among the derived patterns. Since in all cases save two, the line
ended in a stressed monosyllable, permutations were possible only
within the first three positions (feet here) in the line. These
were fully exploited with patterns containing one 3-syllable foot in
the neighbourhood of two 2-syllable feetj and conversely, by patterns
containing on 2-syllable foot next to two 3-syllable feet.
The fact that the principle underlying these permutations was the
same for variations on patterns where the highest number of syllables
per foot was three in both sub-classes has greatly contributed to an
impression of cohesion among the patterns. This impression is further
strengthened by the patterns where two is the highest number of
syllables per foot. A similar tendency, with some variation, was
found among them.
Numerical modifications in line transition
These were found to be based on several types of underlying rules.
The most characteristic of these were modifications involving a charge
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in two elements (i.e. feet) by one sub-element (i.e. a syllable) at
a time. That is to say, one syllable wa3 either subtracted or added
to each of two feet. The rule here was: (+l)(+l)j also one with
reversed polarity (+1)(-1).
A simpler rule involving one sub-element only (+1) was also used
(two occurrences each), but was found to be of less importance in the
rhythmio structure of the poem.
Another complex rule involved three elements. This rule (-1)
(+1)(il) affected three feet and was used in a very skilful way to
derive numerically reversed patterns in the group containing three as
the highest number of syllables per foot, e.g.
3231 —•> 2321 or 3 3 2 1 —^ 2 2 3 1
The unidirectional modification (+1)(+1)(+1) appears once; its
opposite (—1)(—1)(—1) does not appear.
Two rules of greater complexity also emerged, but the patterns to
which they apply are no longer perceived as related. These rules
produce disjunctive patterns.
One rule involved four sub-elements in three elements:
(-1 )(-1 )(-1 )(+1 )> i.e. three feet aire affected; two syllables are
subtracted from one foot and one syllable from each of the remaining
two feet.
The other 'rule* involves six sub-elements in three elements:
/V /\
(-1)(-1)(-1)(-1)(-1)(-1), i.e. two syllables are subtracted from
three feet in the pattern. This modification was used on one
occasion only in order to juxtapose two basic patterns 3331 and
1111.
Rules of greater complexity have been held to be responsible for
the failure of the regrouped versions of the first two lines in the
poem in whioh the attractive deviant grammar was preserved, but the




These were found to be extremely varied, the number of different
types of feet ranging from four to seven per stanza.
However, after a more complex rule for numerical modifications had
been discerned, an adjustment took place among the resultant quantity
patterns so as to produce two feet of identical quantity pattern
(IQP). This was found in fourteen cases out of the total of
seventeen complex modifications. In this way, a move towards
greater variety and complexity was balanced by a tendency to
repetition and parallelism.
External Analysis
By comparison, the other poem, "my father moved through dooms of
love", seems to be rather simple. There is frequent use of repetition,
and it is technically less skilful as a result of the meagre number of
patterns and types of modifications which appear in it.
In this poem which is nearly twice as long, only two basic
patterns have been discovered s 2 2 2 1 and 3 2 2 1. Unlike
"anyone", they are related by a rather simple rule: (+,'). The
same rule appeared in a number of derived patterns.
This simple rule (+1) was also found to operate twenty times in
the line transition in this poem, compared with four times in
"anyone".
The next rule in degree of complexity was the same as in "anyone"
(+l)(+l), with the possibilities of reversed polarity (+1)(+1) fully
exploited.
This rule of change in two elements was found eight times. It
is this underlying principle of modification that creates the
impression of the two poems being related and having a certain degree
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of rhythmical resemblance (in addition to the grammatical
innovations in both).
Of other complex modifications (+1)(+1)(-1) for three elements
was used only once. Similarly, (-1)(+1)(+1 ) for two elements appeared
onoe only.
On one occasion the rule (+1) for one element was found to have
a complex (equivalent* in rule (+1)(+1), also for one element.
In addition to the limited numerical modifications, identical
quantity pattern (IQP) appeared thirty one times in this poem,
including occasions when the repetition was extended to all three
positions.
To compensate for this more limited range of numerical modific¬
ations, an element of variation had to enter into the arrangement of
quantity patterns of otherwise (numerically) identical feet. These,
Indeed, show a great deal of variety. The variations among them are
reducible to a few typological schemes which I have discussed in
detail in the section entitled 'Patterns and Modifications,
Typology'.
The above comparisons reveal that the essential difference
between the two poems lies in the shift in rhythmic emphasis. In
"anyone", rhythmic interest is sustained by the complex and varied
modifications in the numerical component} in "my father", through
subtle and varied modifications in the quantitative component.
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Part II
The relation of performance to scansion
Variation was found in all the places predicted, that is
metrical pauses were occasionally introduced by one or more speakers
into a given syntactic structure, or the postulated silent stresses
were not realized as silence (or the period of the expected silence
was diminished) with a consequent lengthening of the preceding sound.
This has been shown on the first set of tables. The length of the
metrical pauses corresponded to the degree of cohesion of the
syntactic structures in which they appeared, or to the speaker's
interpretation of the degrees of cohesiveness where alternative
interpretations were possible.
In this way, the length of pauses seemed to indicate that
'Phlebas/the Phoenician* was felt to be more closely related than
'Phlebas the Phoeniciar/a fortnight dead, and this main HP was in
turn separated by a longer metrical pause from the main VP 'Forgot
the ory of gulls'.
The introduction of pauses is also possible in constructions
iyith the conjunction 'and', before adjuncts and between the HP and
VP immediately dominated by the topmost symbol S.
On one occasion no silence was found to correspond to the silent
foot postulated between such an HP and VP, but an examination of the
segment duration in the adjoining feet revealed their considerable
lengthening which might be interpreted as indicating that the
syntactic break had influenced the speaker. This happened with
*A Jcurrent under i sea I ^ ^
IPicked his I bones in Iwhispers.'
The longest closure for the /p/ here was found to be 0.28 sec.
followed by aspiration 0.02j the preceding /i/ was lengthened
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here to 0.32. The longest syllable, /si/ was found, to measure
0.53 in this example.
On the whole, the number of performances involving variations
from the scansion was rather limited. After indicating these on the
first set of tables, I confined myself to using as information for
my faext two sets of tables only occasions where speakers did not
differ from the postulated scansion.
Segments
Prom this material, it is not possible to generalize about
segment quantity, though certain observations may be made.
A tendency for segments to show inherent length, observed by others,
was also noticed here, yet it was clear that the segment durations
became adjusted to the length of higher rhythmic units (syllable,
word, foot). Speakers could be grouped according to the
tendencies they displayed in the ratios between segments. For
example, in the first foot / flibas/, the ratio between /%/
and /i/ was 1 s3 for three recordings (the actualization?being
0.05J 0.15, 0.03: 0,09 twice), 1:2 for two speakers (0.05: 0.11,
0.06: 0.12) and 1:4 for the poet (0.03: 0.13). The following
segment /b/ remained in approximately 1:2 ratio in relation to the
preceding vowel /i/ (actual durations: 0.07: 0.15, 0.04: 0.09,
0.06: 0.11, 0.05: 0.12, 0.05: 0.09). This differed a little more
for the poet, 0.08: 0.13 who was, of course, American.
A great deal of similarity was observed both in the segment
ratios ard the actual segment durations between two speakers who
spoke at a similar rate. These were David Abercromble in recording
II and Robin Holmes, recording VI. This was noticed even in the
segments of the first foot / flibas/:
2SJ
Abercrombie; 8.06 0.03 0.09 0.04 0.17 0.20
Holmes j 0.05 0.03 0.09 0.05 0.16 0.12
Holmes shows a tendency to shorten the final sounds by comparison with
Abercrombie (this remark is based on an examination of more than one
foot). By contrast, it was revealed on other tables that Abercrombie's
initial sounds tend to be shorter than Holmes's. In other places
where the durations deviated slightly, often the sum total of either
adjoining segments or of the whole syllable remained constant for
both these speakers.
Other speakers showed close similarity at a few points only;
recordings III, V and IV, all of which were marked by a slower rata
of delivery. (Sxamples: iPhlebasI (Phoe)f nician , I fortnight],
I deep seai, ! Profit and |, fpassed the I, I stages of his I,
I whirlpool!, loon I aider', iPhlebasI, \ handsome and! .)
Foot duration
This was found to vary considerably for each speaker. Certain
ranges in foot durations became apparent for each speaker. These
were probably due both to increases and decreases in tempo within the
readings and to under-and over-shooting a target, and would seem to
point to some degree of awareness in the speakers of certain tempi
towards which frequent returns were made. The range of durations
appeared to diminish when the duration of feet where the expected
foot boundary had been estimated has been taken into consideration.
Two interpretations are possible here; either the length of
feet differs according to type considered in terms of number of
syllables per foot, in which case it would be hard to claim
isochrony, or an overlap might exist among the duration ranges for
different foot types through which an underlying tendency towards
isochrony might manifest itself.
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This was tested on the remaining two sets of tables. |In the
first, feet were grouped according to type and their chronological
appearance within the given kind. (It has to be remembered that the
y' |
evidence for feet marked "unbounded" and "partially-filled feet"
was not based on the calculations of expected foot boundaries, but
on measurements taken from the beginning of pause.) The weighted
'• \
means calculated for each kind again show a range of durations.
Ratios were next compared between these means on another set
of tables (accurate to one decimal point). Those varied naturally
according to type of measurement (A,B,G). They revealed that the
different types of feet tended towards certain ratios, with under-and
over-shooting, the most frequent being! 1, 1^, 1^, 1|- in addition to
other ratios being present. They varied from speaker to speaker.
Where one speaker might show a tendency to 1 with overshooting (l:l)
another might show a tendency to 1-g- with over-shooting (cf G, I, VI,
in oolumn 2:3 syllables per foot).
The ratios would appear to indicate that feet as types show a
certain regularity, being not necessarily of identical length, but
rather in proportion to one another.
Where does this leave iaoohrony?
Despite negative appearances here, it reasserts itself in these
very types of feet, but in a more subtle way. It can be traced
across the ranges of duration in the different kinds of feet. I have
found this on examination of the tables showing the durations of the
different types of foot. The data presented there seem to confirm
the assumption about under-and over-shooting a target which has been
somehow formulated internally by the speaker. After regrouping the
feet according to similar durations the different ranges of duration
become clear. (it should perhaps be mentioned here that the
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differences recorded instrumentality within these ranges, may be
scarcely, if at all, perceptible auditorily.) A comparison between
types of feet can then be carried out and I shall exemplify this here
using recording I, measurement A: Pilled feet, 2-syllables:
Ratios between end points in the ranges: 1.3, 1.4, 1.5.
Of 3-ayllable feet (only three occurrences here, two of which
are spoken at a slow tempo corresponding to a double measure), two
could easily be aocomaodated within the range for 2-syllable feet:
0.67 and 0.85. The third on 0.93 corresponds to a double foot in
the first range of durations in the 2-syllable feet. The durations
shown for the 4-syllable feet 0.66, O.67, 0,79 could also be
accommodated within the range found for 2-syllable feet.
All occurrences except one (0.30) in 1-syllable feet followed
by a silent stress correspond to two ranges in 2-syllable feet
(0.41, 0.42, 0.46) and (0.66, O.67). 2-syllable feet followed by
a silent stress show a greater similarity with 3- and 4-syllable
feet, having their starting point at an upper rar^e of durations.
They also correspond to 2-syllable partially filled feet. At end
points (0.60 and 0,82) they overlap with 2-syllable filled feet.
One occurrence (out of a total of two) of partially filled
feet containing one syllable only (0.46) corresponded to the lower
range of durations in 2-syllable filled feet.
It is possible that variations in the length of feet may show
themselves to be of leas consequence when they are considered as










part of di-pods functioning within certain syntactic structures.
It is probable that speakers, having internalized a beat, will tend
to impart a similar length to phrases and clauses in such structures
and I have noticed this tendency when I tried to add up the feet in
structures of this kind for several speakers. This would
introduce a higher level regularity into the rhythms.
The last two aspects, a tendency to proportional length
distinction between different types of foot and at the same time to
isoohrony within the duration ranges in the feet might account for
the conflicting impressions that English is both syncopated in
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